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AGENDA I TEM 24 

REGULATION, LDIITATION AND BAIANCED REDUCTION OF ALL ARtv'lED FORCES AND ALL 

ARMAMENTS; CONCWSION OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION (TREATY) ON THE REDUCTION 

OF ARMAMENTS AND THE FROlUDITION OF ATOMIC, HYDROGEN, AND OTHER WEAPONS OF MASS 

DESTRUCTION (continued) 

(a) REPOR'r OF THE DISARMAMENT COMMISSION 

(b) EXPANSION OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE DISARMAMENT COMMISSION AND OF ITS 

SUB-COMMIT'Th'E 
( c) COLIECTIVE ACTION TO INFORM AND ENLIGHTEN THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD 

AS TO THE DANGERS OF THE ARMAMENTS RACE, AND P!\RTICUIARLY AS TO THE 

· · DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS OF MODERN WEAPONS 

(d) DISCONTINUANCE UNDER I NTERNATIONAL CONTROL OF TESTS OF ATOMIC AND 

HYDROGEN WEAPONS 

Mr. Krishna MENOtl . (India): When I made my first end preliminary 

intervention in this debate on disarmament, I felt it my duty to mention that 

it is to this Assembly that the world looks for eome progress in the direction of 

disarmament. There were many speakers during the general debate in the General 

Assembly,notably t he Prime Minister of Canada, who expressed the hope that this 

Assembly might be known in future years as the " Disl:l.nnament Assembly". In my 

first intervention I also said that my delegation would have preferred to interven 

in the debate after it had heard all the representatives on the Sub-Committee 

of the Disarmament Commission, particularly the representative of France. I wish 

to express my regret that I was not present in the Committee when Mr. Jules Moch 

made his statement. This was not due to any lack of courtesy, but because I was 

engaged in another place . However, I studied his speech very fully. 

A great part of the statement from the French delegation was addressed to 

the a~guments which I presented -to the Assembly, and it also went to the ro~t of 

the problem of disarmament and discussed how we should tackle it at the present 

time and also the role of the General Assembly, which is a significant one. 

Therefore, I hope the representative of France will forgive me if I make very 

full use of his statement. 

presented by my del egation; 

not al\1ays so. 

Much of that statement was in favour of what has been 

at least, the arguments were but the conclusions were \ 

\ 
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(Mr. Krishna Menon , India) 

11T4e need for a disarmed peace has never been as deeply felt as 

at this time when, in the case of a conflict, the advanced lines of 

fonner times _would stretch across the whole world. Disarmament was 

never so meticulously studied as it was during .. the last six-month 

session of the Sub-Commit tee in London, nor has there ever been as 

much hope as there was then to turn into reality the spirit of Geneva. 

Therefore, never was the dio1llua1onmoot as great as it was on the 

morning after our recent adjournment." (A/C :JJ_PV. 877 , page 2) 

I ask with very great respect, if the need for disa.naed peace has never been 

as deeply felt and if in the case of a conflict the advanced lines of former 

times would stretch across the world, is the disillusionment the answer or the 

contention that should be put before thi.s Assembly? The two parts of his 

argument somehow do not seem to fit in. together, My delegation in its initial 

statement said that what we were really discussing under the item of disarms.men~ 

was really the survival of .civilization, as we know it. That is putting the 

.same statement in another way. 

From there the statement went on to refer to our debates here, and this is 

a matter of very great tmportance because in t he submission we originally made 

we stated, wi th respect to all Members of this Assembl y, that here "{as -an issue 

in which we ,must if necessary thinlt in fresh terms, not merely in terms ·of 

par;ty or political alignment. The is~ues were so vital for the survival of the 

human race that even at the r isk of changi ng our original view, it was necessary 

for us to make a fresh approach. 
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In all that, my delegation t ook the view that the Disarmament ··commission 

itself had ·ceased to function ·and had become merely a post offfce: .. ,: ' The Sub

Committee on ·n1sarmamelit ·had l aboured: l ong and zealously, and 11!,•ihad not produce(. 

agreement. · But, at the ;·same time, as ·Mr. Lodge :pointed out, ar'eas · o'f· :agreement 

had been reached at vario·us "times. It :was as though they met on a level plateau 

near eaC'h other and that.drifts of suspicion came l:ietveen them and separsted the 

again. · But the main point which we made ·was that thi s is one of those 

occasions when world public opinion, G·overdnients l arge :·and small, irrespective 

of their prestige, . irrespective of thei'r economic or political power; bad the 

same _.re·sponsibility, not to find a solution, not in order to produce the· knowledge 

that the great· Powers ·have,·but · the ·same responsibility'towards pressing forward 

and not shar ing i n the d:i.sillu3ionment~· · · !.;· 

But-what are we told? We are told .. tnat because of the work ·i'n London, 

according to Mr. ·Moch, "All this necessarily limits the role of our Assembly" ~

The role of this Assembly cannot 'be limited· by anybody except the Assembly ' =· 

itself. · ·11We mu:::t examinei.the situation objectively, and not as we would have i t , 

.ssid Mr. Moch. That is what the Assembl y is supposed t.o do·, Mr. Moch continue( 

·
110ne fact is immediately -apparent: seventy-one official meetings of tht 

Sub-·commi ttee and many-private meetings between heads of· delegations :have· 

· been unable to bring about the draft of any agreement ••• even after the 

different ·points ·of 'view: had been. brought considerably closer, as ' . 

Mr, Cabot · Lodge correctly stressed. · Among the five members of the Stib- · 

'- .'. - Committee are the ''fdur Powers ' "tbich alone must bear the responsibility!;.:. 

for taking the first disarmament measures .. . ;." (Ibid) · 

My delega.tion has time after time, year after year, stated that unles s 

these great Powers agreed, there could be no disarmament in the world . Therefore 

we do not disagree with it . I t may be true that they should take the first 

disarmament measures, but, at the same time, is it not the Assembly 1·s 

responsibility to have a policy and the necessary expression of opinion and the 

influence which it ruight exert in that way1 Mr . Moch went on to say: 

"·•• none of us can reasonably expect an agreement , provisionally 

deferred after lengthy negotiations between five States, suddenly to emerge 

after a brief discussion between eighty- two States ••• " (Ibid) 
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(Mr. Krishna Menon, India) 

- If this is the case, then what was· the PU!pose. of submitt ing the. report of 

the Disarmament CollllDission, b~ca:use what is said here is .that for three months, 

at seventy-one meetings, the -matt·er was. disc.ussed in great cletail; they are 

the people-who know all about it and they could not reach agreement, and 

t.ha~efore we ca:mot reach at;sreement . Therefore, the representa tive of France, 

with all his experience, and in his wisdom, advises us: 
11 

•• ·• L_et us r.·2!gretful1y c.iscard the i.dea of unanimity ·on the 

substance of the pr0ble!:l., .. 11 (Ibid~ , P• 3-5) 

And that i s the most d.a.'IJlagbg statement that cot!.ld be made to a. person 'like 

myseif. 

"• •• Thio year, the Assembly Mill. have to decide by a majority vote 

despite the serious difficulties inherent in the abse:ice of unanimity that 

· Mr . Kr 18 h~a Menon so a:,pr'Jpr i at :!ly brought out . 11 (:Q-1J~) -

If we are t.oJ.d. that on thi; f our Powers alone rest s the responsibility of 

disarmament, and i f , at tha r;a:ne time, we a:ce told that the four Powers do not 

agree and, therefore, we ·must depend upon the three of t hem in order to bring 

about a decisio~, how do we s q:c.a.re these two thiugs 'l On the one hand,· we are 

told that there must be egree,u.'\nt amcmg the four . We have not got that agreement 

and, therefore, instead of putting-any barrier to further measures towards 

reaching agreement , t he Assembly is asked to take the vi ew that there can::iot be 

unanimity; we rn1;1st discard this idea d n regard to. the substance of the proble,m: 
11 
••• the Assembl y will have to decide by a majority vote despite the serious 

difficulties inherent in the absence of unanimity ••• " 

No one has a higher respect than I have for the represent.ative of France, 

for his very steadfast and devoted work in th1's cause and the great knowledge and 

experience which he brings to bear upon it • . He tells us that in this matter, 

in spite of the. political vicissitudes that· may happen in a system ~f democratic 

government, he has conducted these negotiations for years and his .own person 

lives, therefore, i n the continuity of French policy in re~ard to that. I 4o 

not question all this . But let .us be cl ear .about this one thing , that it .is not 

possible· for the Assembly at any t ime to consider that there are not occ.asions 

when deadlocks can be reache.d which may be. resolved one way or another. The 

General Assembly has many-experiences where thi s has happened. To this I -shall 

refer later, wi th concrete· instances. This is the approach .that i s made. 
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. Then _in the next -part of his s~e~Jh the re~r~sentat_iye of. rrap?e _prescribes 

to the General. Assembly.. what ;t._s ;its .rol~. What .is ~P8. __ role_ ot 1:,he 9eneral_,. 

Assembl.yt There e.r~ thr~. rql-e~ ~~ prescrib~d. ~ - us b;>'. Mr. ~eh: 

. "Fir_st. o( all., ~ach of. J ts M~mbers ind1 viduaUy. can submit bis OV?l 
' •'. . 

.. suggestions •• /' 

That, I think,· is the right that rests in_'JS a~ soyereign States. In any case, 

any communications ~ill be rece~ved bY, the International Postal System. The 

paragraph continues: 

. ." ••• we shall receive these? w_ith rejoicing because we are aware that, 

despite our seventy-one working meetings, undoubtedly we may have over~ooked 

certain aspects of th~ problem." (Ibid., p • . 7) 

That, Mr. Moch, .does not square again with th~ idea that no other influence 

should be brought to bear upon the considerations between Assemblies iQ regard 

to this .problem~ Mr.. Moch continued: 

"Secondly, the Assf::mbly collectively must sootre human fear with a 
' . . 

~o~e of_ hope, of. confidence in the wisdom of man ••• " 

.. How would . the General Assembly "sootre human fear with a note of hope, of 

confidence" when we are told that there can be no unanimity and no agreement and 

that, thererore, one must vote with the majority? On the one band, we are asked. 

to endorse _the non-agreed findings of the Sub-Committee, and. then we are to go 

to the ·world·and "soothe human fear with a note of hope, of confiden~~ in the . 

wisdom .of man". Mr. Moch went on to say: 

"Finally, this year the Assembly must lllajte a choice: at le~st, two roads 

are open to us ••• " 

I submit that. there is only one road wit~ regard to this, and that 1s .to. di$arm. 

And then comes. the. m<:>st tragic sentence of all: 

". • • For the moment, ~ synthesis, ~eems to be impossible ••• ~1 

The representative of France was the author of this ide~. of synthesis two or. three 

years . ago. The sentenc~ goes ?n: 
11 

••• a.nd I say this sad~y since in the course of our lon~ years. of_wor~ I have 

always done everything in_my :power to bring ~bout tbe. necessary con?iliatio~~ 

I am not g-iving up. Still, to .cont_inue with_ it, a better time. m~st '\:)e awaited 

than that which -follows the long. Lo!l(lon session • . Our first task is to make 

known the .. feelings of -t~e United Nations, that ;s_ to f!SY, t(? choose between 

the two main concepts, to take a majority stand ••• " (Ibid.) 

\ 
. i ' 
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With very great respect for the twenty-four. countries tho.t have sponsored th 

dr a.ft resolution ahd forMr •. Jules Moch himself, I submit the view of .my 

Government that it ~ould not be. a contribution to negotiation to get-the 

endorsement of this Assembly to a non•f'.greed view of the C.ommission. . This. has 

nothing to do with whether. one. p,roposal is more mer;1.torious .than the other . The 
. " , " 

essence· of .success in disa,rmament work is agreement . Therefore if t _he power of 

the Assembly .is ralJ.ied behind one view -- whether it ,be the view of the 

majority or t:he minority makes no pif'ference -- then the neJ~t stage of 

riegotia.tion becomes mor e difficult. The representative of Fr ance questions this 

and thinks that _if the Assembly endorsed~ non-a.greed view then that non-agreed 

view migY~ become an agreed view later o,n. ~le feel, on our part, that it .would 

be unwise to tighten this deadl ock and put the weight of the Ass~mbly behind 

di oagreements. Thi~ is a centre for harmonizing interests and not for 

di sharmoni zing them. 

This is not mennt in disrespect of the labours of the Commission • . This is 

no final disagreement with regar d to the proposals put forward, but simply _to 

point out -that the work we have to do here is not in any way to .put the 

Disarmament Co10.~ission in cold st orage or t o make its further meetings more 

difficult by being met with an.initial objection that is, an Assembly mandate 

t o proc·eed in a particul ar way. 

In· the statements we made, I submitted to you, Mr . Chairman, and under your 

guidance that this wa s not the time to deal with r esolutions, but gener ally, with 

the main· sub-headings so that the general debate Will cover .the whole issue. The 

first of these items t o which ·we address ourselves is the draft r esolution o:f' 

Belgium. My delegation 1s i n sympathy With this dr aft r esolution (A/3630), but 

we should like to .say this: . t hat whi;i:e we ar e in sympathy with this dr aft 

r esolution, if the dissemination of knowledge simply means another period of 

delay and, what is more, from all the · qiscussions. and the contradic_tions made by 

the representative Of France himself with regard to the sci~ntif ic data that is 

put f orwar d, if the dissemination of -knowledge becomes only another instr ument for 

sayi ng that armaments are no danger and that disarmame~t i s not ~ecessary, then tl 

dissemination of information will serve littl~ purpose. ilith that reservation 

we should like t 0: express our suppor t f or the view that is put forward by the 

Belgian delegation because in· the last analys~s it i s the public opinion of the 

world that will bring pressure upon all of us . 

. ' 
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The next item I would like to deal' with is the quest;ton of tp.ese ~xplosipf!s• ·We 
, 

are told t hat we have now ''come to the crucial point .. '.' (A/C.1/FV .877, p .21) 

The representative· of France states : · 

· " ·:'.~ the isolated austiension of ·nucle·ar tests, thei. ouprewe hope of the ,· .. 

_. SOvief de.legation, --:-, ?- battlefield Wisely chosen where tpe passiqnate am~ 

the rational' meet. ·-~.·. He has received the support of Mr. Krisllna.. Menon,. who, 

I ha-sten to add,has not taken upon himself to repeat all thos~ :imputatfona 

and whose ·ardent, adci.tess calls. for the most careful r eflection.!' . (Ibid.). 

-I . am most grateful for the kind references to me by the representatiye ot 
F°rance. But· I think it -is F.iy du-ty to state the position of my Gove;rnment. ·: As 

early as• 1954) this proposal -for a moratorium on tests was m~g.e, long before . the 

Soviet Union :had agreed or had . agreed tentatively or had ex-pr essed its view on· a 

aufll)enoion of tests. Uhat i s more, by itse;J..f, one country supporting or opposing 

a -proposition is not a ·mea:su;r:-e of :its merit. If support of the suspension of 

explosions is· regarded as-- a· political move then I t hin~~ }'le sl1all stand . in -this 

Assembl y with the great majority of opinion in the . world. He shall take first of 

all the United States of America ·where recently, 

"Ih a nation-wide survey just completed by: the Ameri can Inst;i tute,: ·_of. 

Public Opinion, a dramatic change in th~ pu'Qlic 1 a thtnking on calling a l}alt 

to • further hydrogen bomb tests · is .'noted. S_i xty-three per c~mt . qf those 

·. questioned· belie-ve that thi·s .country · -should agree to stop .making any; mo:r;e 

tests of- nuclear weap.ons - .. if a11 -- nati,ons , inc·luding Russ ia, .agree t _o -~9 so. 

When: the i ssue was f -irst· ra:ieed in. April, 1954" -- :the,t is when ~e 

. .-.brought it up -- •~only 20 per c·ent were .i~, ,f avour of calling off t.,ests." 

,:we r ead the· ·tolloving in ·The ,New Yor k Times of: 19 May 1957: -

".Throughout Scandipavia just about : every'b.pdy Wf:lnts t o see . an end of 

nuclear explosion tests. ·In Norway 1 s ··.larger, .cities :such _as--Oslo, . Be;-gen 

a.nd- Stavanger, ·people have ·been s t andi ng by hundreds in queues awaiting a 

cha.nee t p l:lign a public l'Ound r obin sayi,ng··siniply, ' We think Albert 9.chWeitzer 

-.is •right. 1 : 

Norwegian newspaper editorials have been_ s~ying for weeks now, as did 

Oslo I s Arbeiderbladet · -- a Government mouthpiece . . -:- - · recently that -'the . 

increas-ing r ate of nuclear explosions is · pro.of enought that -'they must be 

stopped -- now and while there i s yet tim~ '" •. 

There are similar opinions expressed in Sweden andotberScandinavian countries. 
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Then we come to ,"'1lat may be called a totally non•political opinion in a 

sta_tem~nt ioo.df;? _by the: Central Commit~ee of the \lorld Council of ~hurcbes on 

5 August 1957. I am not saying that the World Counc11 ·of Churphes is an expert 
. ' . '. ' 

on atomic science, but we are now tall~ing about public opinion. This statement 

reads: 

"i·/e are bound to ask Whether any nation is ju~tified in continuibg 

the testing of nuclear weapons While the magnit~de of the dangers is so 

little .known and 'W'h~le effective mean~ of protection against the~~ 
. ' .. .· . . : . , . . . 

dangers are lacking. He must ask further Whether any nation is justified 

. i~ d~~idins' on i~s own responsibility to conduct such tests When the· people 

of other nations in ai1 parts of the world Who have not agreed may have to 

bear the consequences. 

But we urge that as a first step Governments conducting tests should 

forego them, at least for a trial period, either together, or individually 

in the hop~ that the others Will do the sain~, a new ·confidenco be born, and 

. f oundations be laid for reliable agreements." 

I read these out because it is.always possible to draw across any argument 

a political red herring in this waw. 
The position of the Government of India in regard to suspension of tests is 

something Which is fundamental, ,-rbich India regards as necessary in view of the 

danger, as I shall show very soon, and in view of its importance in relation to 

the whole of the disarmament problem on V'hich we hold views diametrically opposed 

to those expressed by the Secretary of State of the United Kingdom and because ve 

think that any step in this direction Will be a contribution toward disarmament 

itself. Further, w~ do pot think that any of the objections raised in this regaro 

are any longer true. Nor does the suspension of tests -- I would like to 

make this new point -- handi cap one group of countries as against the other. The 

handicaps are even. In regard to ~ll this, I propose to place before the 

Committee such evidence as we have. 
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The representative of New Zealand, speaking in the debate, said.: 

";le need. no remind.ing that many earnest people throughout the world 

· feel that the possible . hazo,rds from test explosions should ov~rri~e. all 

other considerations in determining the attitude of Oovernments and. qt, . 

this Assembly towards the testing of nuclear weapons. Their genuine 

apprehensions arise from uncertainty about tµe long-term effects of . 

radiation it tests are not brought to an end. We have heard an eloquent 

expos;l..tion of tb:1£; -point of view from the distinguished representative of 

Inp.ia." · -- I am grateful for this kind reference -- 110n the other hand, 

Mr. Moch, with all his experience, reassured us yesterday as to the eff~cts 

of r~diat;l..on, an~ I must say that I found his statement very convincing." 

(A/c.ijrv_.879, l?• 4;i-45) 

Thi's reaction that haG been created in the J.ssembly either in full · or in part has 

imposed upon me a responsibility, in spite of all the respect I have for tp~ 

representative of France,to answer each of the points that have been raised. 

\ 
\ 
I 
i 
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The representati~ of France says: 
11Let us dwell no lo~~r on the possibili ty of chain reactions destroying 

. '· 

the planet as ti.1e result of peace-time test _explosions • . _All this ha.s been 
'! 

scien_tifically proved and I shall . not harp . upon. it again . At any rate,. t he 
. . . . 

most powerful nuclear explosions releas~ a thousand times less energy than 

the most powerful earthquakes, and only just about as much as the tropica~ 

cyclones, with whic~1 I ,a.m sure m~mbers are acq1.lainted. Therefore,. their 

da.nger need not .be tal{en into account at all." (A/C.l/PV.877, pai:z;e .§) 
~ • .._ I 

Here. is a .m~mber . of the Disarmament Commission saying that the danger need 

not be. taken into ac,c.1;m11t at _all and that therefore 1 t is not a questio~ that 

test~ should be SU!3pen?-ed noy or later. I shonld like to say that I have read 

thx:ough what I have said and I do not recollect my saying that expl<;>sions are 

lil~ely to create a cha,in reaction and destroy the world. I said th~t i t is possible 

to conceive of a situa:'?i~n i n which the adva,nce of knowledge and the success 

of further experiments might mean the f i nding of methods whereby whatever they 

do with __ th.e atom can create .chain reactions, as was said at the Scientific 

Con:(erence in G~nev;a that was convened by the United Nations itself. 

Be that as it may, we a.re told. _that an atomic explosion is much less 

pow~r,f,~t th,an .a powerft~l ea.~·thquake. But we do not make the ear.thquakes; we 

havT _no .contrql eyer them; they are natural cala~ities. However, we make the 

exl?,],Q_si9~~ •, That is the difference. The s~me thing ~ppl.ies t o cyclone~. 

Earthquakes and cyclones are not man-made affairs. On the other hand, it 

shoulq. ~~>borne in mind t ha~ the advice given me by our scientific advisers is 
., · 

tqat one of these big bombs that is exploded either by the Soviet Union or by 
. . . ·. .. . '; . . . 

the .. Vp~.t~9- States has as llµ.lch explosive power as all the explosives used by 
•. • • I ~ 

human~ty during all time, Ther~fore , to suggest that a powerful earthquake 

i.s ~qr_e powerful than one . of these weapons and that therefore their danger 
. .. · ·,: . . ' .. . 

need not be taken into account at all comes to me as a great surprfse. 

If we are to aP.ply this argument logically, this could equally apply to war. 

All the explosi~ps in war, whe,ther atomic or otherwis~·; ~ould b~ less powerful 

than t he powerful earthquakes, if the statement is true~ and therefore we could 

equally apply this ._arg~l~eot in this way. It does not matter very much that if 

we have a earthqua!te there is much more trouble in t he worid. Each of the 
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test explosions conducted by the United States' in March 1954 and 1956 and by the 

Soviet Union in November 1955 produced far.more explosive energy than the total 

explos:Lve energy ;~eJ.eased by mankind in a·i1 its history. 

Because one reads out this ;kind of evicle.nce one is chal'ged with what has been 

called science fiction st ories. I shall come to these science fiction stories, 

but let me quote again r esponsible . opi nion. 

The Chairman of the Special Sub-Committee on Radiation of the Joint · 

Committee on Atomic Ener~• of the United States Congress says the following: 
11My Sub-Cor:nui ttee heard a. great deal of testimony from eminent 

scientists on t tc · probable l,iol.ogical damage to be expected. from various 

amounts of interr,e.lly deposited 1.·adioacti ve substances •• .- •• As a. layman I 

was some,,'hat shocir.ed to find out how much the experts ad.mitted they did not 

know. In fact, when I thonght over how little is known for sure, I wondered 

how some Governo1ent officials could be so positive that bomb tests were so 

safe •••• 
" . The Atomic Enersy Comr..:tssion has continually given out assurances that 

we had. not~1ing to won·y about and .yet we find, from testimony of their own 

experts, that the·te is reason to worry. 11 

Now we coine to '\\hat I am stire the representative of France will ·consider 

it is my duty to deal with. Because he regards the presentation of the effects 

of radiation and the effects of these explosions, apart from all the political 

consequences, as not being as calamitous as I might have presr-mted them, he 

suggests that we have not got to the scientific reality. I am not trying to 

contradict hi~ because we have been criticized. We ba.ve to get down to the root 

of this matter . The r !'.=presentative of France says: 111 am not awed by science ·; 

fiction stories. ,r (A/C. 1/ PV. 877, page 23) I shall not read the rest of it. · · 

What are these science fic-tion stories? Who are the fiction writers? I shall not 

name all t he a.utho:dties' I have quoted befm·e ·thj_s Committee, but the f ollowing ·are 

some: t he Committee on Radiation Qf the National Academy o~ Sciences of the 

United States, a Committee of ~ighteen members inclu~ing one Nobel Prize winner 

in genetics ; the- Radiation Hazards Committee of the United Kingdom Atomic 

Scientists Assocation, including one Nobel Prjze winner in physics; 
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Professor Price of the University of Pennsylvania.; Professor Miyake, Director of 

the Geochemical Laboratory of Tokyo; Profes-sor ·Pa.risot of France, President of 

the ninth World .Health Assembly; Pro:fe~sor Sievert ·ot the Karolinska Hospital, 

Sweden,- whose evidence I read here ·tbe other.day; Professor Compton of Chica.go, 

a Nobel Prize winner; Professor Haddow of the Ca.ricer Resea.rchinatitute or ·tondon; 

Professor Crow of the Uni"versity of Wisconsin; Dr. Lapp of the University of 

Chicago; and, finally, Dr. Libby,of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, 

on Strontium 90. 
· I read out Dr. Libby's name because I had to place before the Committee 

a contradiction of the contradictions submitted by the French representative. 

So these are the .fiction writers. I say this because my delegation has not 

sought to trade on fear or on the pase1ons and emotions that q~ve ·been aroused in 

t his matter. We have, as far as we could·, used the approach o;f a,-·,ls.yma.n to this 

problem, and I think that in this particular matter a l ayman 's approach i s more 

important, because the majority of the people in the world are laymen, and we have 

t ried t o present t o the Assembly what are- the known and the unkn6wn hazards 

arising from radiation, either biological or otherwise. We never suggested that 

there should be any panicking in this matter. Panic is no answer, we entirely 

agree. 

These are the main contradictions. I hope the Committee will bear with me 

for going into t his in detail because the details have been dealt with in both 

these speeches. 

The main .substance of an injuri ous nature that has been referred to year after 

year is Strontium 90. The represent ative of France has done me the honour of 

reading quotations from what I said in regard to this. He said: 

"Mr. Menon is dismayed by the fact that by 1970, radioactive fallout 

resulting from nuclear expl osions will have raised the amount of radiation in 

human bones from 9 per cent to 45 per_ cent higher than is normally present 

owing to natural background radiation . But to this we must add -- and 

Mr. Menon did not do so -- that in the view of the experts the amount of 

Strontium present i n the bones is at present so far below the margin of safety 

t hat; even i n 1970, after the addition which will have occurred by that time, 

it would still be forty times less than that limit." (A/C.l/PV.877 1 page 22 ) 
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111 want t o say t hat Dr. Libby, t 'he Ameri can sci erit i st quot ed by 

Mr . Menon, ends a lengthy study on .Strontium 90 .by indicati ng that t he 

entire increase i n the absor ption ·of t his element by man , . followirig. ali' t he 

expl osi ons already carried out, 

resulting f r om an i nsignificant 

(A/ C. l/PV. 877, page 22) 

is equal to t he natural ·· radiation increase 

el evation i n altitude of a few h~nd.red metres . 1 

I shoul d like t o submit t hat it is not t he whol e of the story. First of all, 

there ar e no established safety margins i n r egard to t hi s . If I may, · I woul d 
. . . 

submit wit h great r espect that ther e is some conf usion here with r egard to the 

radi ation effects of Strontium and t he effects of Str ontium on bones and blood, 

and we were referri ng to that at that t ime . 

With regard t o Dr . Libby 's own opini on, t hat seems to have changed a litt le. 

Dr. Harrison Brown , Professor of Gee-Chemi stry at the Cali fornia Inst i tute of 

Technology, who was associated with the Manhattan Project during t he war, has 

the f ollowing to say about the so-called small risk: 
11The Atomic Energy Cornmission is convinced tnat continued te·sting of 

H-bombs is necessary for the defence of the United States . Upon 

Dr . Willard Li bby's shoul ders has fallen the task of assuring the wor ld 

that continued testing is safe . It has beert next to impossible for anyone 

of any consequence to voice doubts or fears concerning radi ation hazards· 

and H-bomb testing without a new l etter or article from Dr . Li bby quickly 

appearing, assuring the reader i n carefully worded sentences t hat everything 

will be all right . Dr , Schwei tzer is the latest addition to a long list of 

distinguished individuals who have received such reassurance 
11For a long time Dr . Libby contended that there were no dangers of any 

consequence involved in H-bomb fallout, if we continued testing at the 

present rate.. Recently, however, there has been a change of tone. In hi s 

letter to Dr. Schweitzer he admits that there is some rist, although he 

hastily adds that the risk is 'extremely small compared with other risks 

which persons everywhere take as a normal part of their lives , ·, ••• 

\ 
\ 

I 

\ 
) 
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"Dr. Libby's letter to Dr. Schweitzer begs at least two major questions. 

Do we· really know what the risks are in sufficient detail so that we can be 

as confident as Dr. Libby appears to ~e? ~nd what does he mean when he says 
' ' 

that the risk is 'extremely small'? 

"Dr. Libby has stated that the present concentration of Strontium-90. in 

children in the United States is 'somewhat less than. 1 per cent of the 
' , 

maximum permissible concentration f'or the popul_ation. 1 The latter in turn is 

one-tenth the permissible amount of Strontium-90 for atomic energy workers in 

the United States. If we assume that 20 per cent of all existing leukemia 

has been induced by radiation, then it can be shown that in the absence of 

further explosions, the leukemia rate will go up about. 0.1 per cent. 
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"I:f testing continues at the present. rate · for the next few decades, 

the leukemia rate may increase by about 0.5 per cent. If we are to permit 

tests at a rate such that doses of strontium-90 were received equal to that 

which have been declared •safe' for the population as a whole by a committee 

of the National Academy of Sciences, leukemia incidence might increase 

10 per cent. 

"When we say that the leukemia rate is increasing by only 0.5 per cent, 

the number appears small. But when we say that 10,000 individuals are 

killed each year -- individuals of all nationalities who work, love and laugh 

and who want to live as much as do you and I -- the number suddenly seems 

very large. 
11 We would not dream of lining thousands of people against a wall and 

shooting them down in order to test a new machine-gun. But this, in effect, 

is what the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom do when 

they test these fantastic new weapons. We do not know who the people are 

who are afflicted, but we know that with little question many people are 

killed as a result of these actions. 

"I believe that in this area we must be guided as much by our ignorance 

as by our knowledge. 

That is to say, when we do not know what harm we are doing, we have no right to 

inflict that harm. 

"There is as much yet to be learned concerning both the immediate and 

long-range effects of radiation fallout. And I cannot help feeling that as 

the testing nations follow their present path, as their actions result 

indiscriminately in the death3of persons all over the world, and as they 

continue to pursue an elusive security, they l ose what is perhaps the most 

iml)ortant element of true senurity -- their human dignity." 
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There is another bit of confusion which is cleared up by the evidence given 

in the summary of the hearings of the Joint Committee of Atomic Energy of the 

United States, from 27 - 29 May and from 3 - 7 June of this year, on the riature 

of radioactive fallout and its. effect on man. · In this official record there will 

be found another version of Dr. Libby's views. !t is not as though the increase 

in strontium-90 deposits is one-fortieth of the permfasible margin, but acoording 

to him· it varies from 3.5 to 9 if stratospheric fallout is uniform; 5 to 12 if 

existing fallout pattern is maintained; and 10 to 25 if predicted increase in 

banding of stratospheric rallout ~~ latitudes of Northeastern United States occurs . 

Therefore, it is not one-fortietn}·,·as sugge13"!:;ed, but one-fourth the increase; · and 

that is_ considerably more. The r~at of the.\n:rormation points to the fact that 

if this increase is one-tenth, and not one~fourth, that will be dangerous. 

, .:Cn this document which ' is submitted py the -!oint Committee on Atomic Energy, 

there is · a summary of _the key points made. In that summary there was general 

agreement that any amount of ra_d~~tion, no matter how small the dose, increases 
. ; ~-

the rate -of genetic mutation population. There was, on the other hand, a difference 

of opinion as to whether a small dose· of radiation would produce similar increased 

incidences of such somatic conditions as leukemia; bone cancer, or a decrease of 

life expectancy. 

We have to m~ke a difference between somatic effects and biological effects 

in regard to this . I would submit to the Committee that there is no such thing 

as a safe level as far as genetic effects are concerned. What the Committee has 

.tQ take into account is that any dose, any increase of radiation, however slight, 

has some effect. ·Therefore, it is quite true, as Mr. Lodge pointed out, that there 

is radiation out of radium dial watches, and what not. That is true, But there is 

no reason to add to ·it, where consequences are not known, and therefore we cannot 

accept the fact that there is nothing to worry about . There were differences of 

opinion .on how to forecast the consequence of further testing effects of radiation. 

Then this doclJJ'.llent goes on to say that pending a resolution of the differences, it 

would appear from the information presented that the ·consequence of further testing 

over the next several generations at the level of testing of .the past f ive years 

could constitute a hazard to the· world 1s population. It is very difficult, if not 

impossible to forecast the real position of the number of people that will be so 

affected. .No one has suggested that we could forecast the position. 
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Apother asp~ct or, t~_is : i-[hich ·.;has:; t.o :•l;>.e . t)lQught..,-of ·,J~, •:t-bat· e.specially in-: ,.~r 

view of -th~. emergen~e qf :w~-t !ire ,_ca~.led~n c_leStll J>QJ!lQs'~, : which are·. exploded from 

great,: height.s , . _the fallqu~ ·.or, thl,~ :parttqu4-p.r .SU:Qfi'tance. :will -ta·ke many years· to 

come down. , 'J.'herefo;rt?,- ,to pp,ea~ :abQ\.!t :l,ts. a·omati c ~ffects, · as we know· ·it in a ·month 

or two. aft,erwar.ds _, ,:d.OE!S not app~.a~ :f~o~ .the: ~ai~ntifiq evid.ence .to be warranted. 

Twenty qf- the . w".Orld_'s .;famoJ.18 _scientists, ·in_q,luding ProfesJ30r ·Lacassagne o:t:··the 

Radium .Inst.itute of.,P~ris, . three -~pl?~l · Pr;i.ze winners: -- Professor Muller· ·of Indiana, 

Prof-essor .Yµkawa of. J0r-pa~,.. --~pd .. P.r9fessol;" Powel+ of :England:, as well . as · other 

scientists , in<;:lud+ng -Dr , C,hi~hoJ..;tµ,- ,.of .. Canada, .for ·mer' Dir-ector -General of ·,the World 

Health ,.Or~apization,. after . a. meeting, i~ :Committee, came t o the same. ·concltis-ionsi ;. ,: '. 
11 A principle eff~ct .-1s .d~~ .to strontium-90 •... We est'ims.te that tes·ts·: • 

co1,1.o.uc:ted .,Qyer the. past six yea.rs yill Qe ,re~ponsible for an :'increase ·· of a-bout 

one ,:per .cent over the natural _.incidence of. leu~emia. and bone cancer:,·during : ', . ·'' 

the ne~t few decades . , Over +,he next thirty years , this increase would amount , . 

.. ,to about a hundred thouss.n1. addi t;ional cases of l ~ukemia . and ·bone cancer •. · : . . .. / . 
. '+'he correct numbers may be ~ever.al times ·larger or· smaller. These additional 

' ' . 

cases 9ould, h~wever, not be iden.:tif i ed ~mong .t .~e- 10 million or so normal 

cases of the same diseases . 11 

It is true ·tha:t Jhen -you, take ten million ca.ses i n . .,the, wor ld, i00,000 .c·ases 

would aJ?~ear: small_. ,. Bu:t t _he-q.,- if ycu ·are continuing these tes t s in: this way, · -t·o 

what e.xtept th~y . . can i ncrease .no. one can forecast , , ·Their report continues : 
11 A .s econ.d princJpa3: effect of global .fallout consist~ dt genetic'.I!lutations • 

. We estimate. that t hese will ,cause _serious injury to abou,t · as .many .indii viduals 

as . tho?,e in whom .. leuk.emia or bone can.c.er will. be. pr0duced ••• 
' ' .· . '· ( . . 

. . "With !~gard to .fallout effects f.rom tests, it should be recognized tha-t . ·· 

.the eff~,cj;s_ ,are_,. global , and -exe:r:ted upon ,-citizens of. all countries, regard!less· 

.:~f -woo._ther .they or their Go.ver_nm~nts ha".e apprwed.· the,.:holding .o'f tests . In, , 

, these, c;J.rc~stances , the usual .. ~rit eria .as ·,to· wp:etb.er ·a given hazard ·1s 

. ,. just~fiable c_(lnnot be applie~. .·., -: • • ;· · .. ,· . --· .. ,. , 

''.J:t sµould a l po be realized that app;reciahle- areas ·:of ·the ·world will 

experience .higher than av·e r13ige effects. from fallout . ·' '. · : · .· .. 
, . . . ,• ' . .. 

.. !' In t h ts . age _. ~f atom.ic weapons, ·the. oQjecti_Ye of> all natidris must be· the · 

abolition of war. and even :t he .,tlµ-eat; o.f war f r om .t .he .l,ifa. of :· mankind. War 

must be eliminated., not merely regulated by l imiting the wea:pons to be used." 

i 
i 

\ 
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Of course, that is not a scientific eonclusion, but there it iso 

Therefore, when my delegation is regarded as having ~ubmitted material that 

relies more on passion than on rntional elements) it is only right to point out 

that as regards the scientific evidence that we have submitted, e~ the 

representative of Mexico said, there is only one test to apply to it: how many 

,eople say it is so and how many not? As Professor Charles Price of the University 

of Pennsylvania said: When the 4ifference of opinion is one-hundred to one then 

it should be declared no contest, It is moatly the seientista that belong to .. 

these atomic energy ol-ganizat:f.onB, from wh_om official opinions come, he says, that 

give these contradictions, 

The Radiation Hazards Committee of the Federation of American Scientists has 

published a document entitled "The Biological Hazards of Nuclear Weapon Testing". 

·The Committee has. as its Chairman, Professor Selove of the University of Pennsylvania, 

and has a very dist inguished membership. Its report says: 

"The quantity of strontiwn-90 in humen bones has been measured bot h 

by the United States Atomic Energy Commtssion and the E;ritish Atomic Energy 

Autho~ity Observers$•• the largest value observed was .2 t:il:nes background." 

Here now we ere dealing with radiation. 

"This is one-fifth of the background and not one-fortieth.," 

That is wba·I; was said i.ll regard to Dr. Libby, This is one-fifth of the background 

end not one-forti~th. 

"It has been estimated t hat if no further explosion takes place, the 

average radiation cc-ncentration of strontium-90 in human bones will rise, by 

about 1970, to a ma::i.:n·.ll!l which will give a dose of about one-tenth of background~' 
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This does not co~orm to what came from the representative of ·France. 

"If :cucl~ar explosions. continue at the rate of about ten megatons a year, 

the strontium-SX) concentration Will gradually rise to an average, by the 

_year 2000, . of about six ·times the · level predicted for 1770 •••• The 

radiation level reached by 1g70, if there ere no further tests, will cause 

about 1000 deaths per year throughout the world (estimates based ori 
united .States statistics atd on Lewis 1 work); the level estimated for the 

year 2000, if the present rate of tes'Ung continues , will cause about 

5000 deaths per year. u. If the cancer -producing effec·t is proportional 

to .the dose, as .:l,.t may be, the average exposure of about one-tenth of· 

. ·background _tqat will result from all tests conducted up through 1956· may · 

. .. :oe expected ,t <) -result in leukemia -'r bone can<?er in 60,000 persons. 11 

Therefore, from what I have read out it is quite clear t hat whatever 

Dr. Libby might_ ha_ve said so:mewhe:-:e about one.:fort:!.eth, it is .E.ot borne out 

either by the_ evidence presented to Cong:::.1ess or by these other British, American 

and Scandinavian sci-enti:;ts. The .. increase is much greater than it was supposed. 

I would submit that we should not mix up the sonratic effects of this question with 

the r adiation eff~c,ts-. It is- quite· true that the increase in the radiation 

effects are small, b_ut .since the substance has a half-life of many years and it 

comes down little by little, since it is eaten by cattle or goes ' into ·vegetableis 

and enters into t ~e-human body, , it becomes a menace to humanity as a whole. 

We have saj.d so much about the actual effects of radiati0.n because , ·apart 

from all oth~r .. considerations,· there is the one of· what it does i.nimediately to 

people who arG in no way responsible for the explosions indeed, their 

countries might be against it -- and they are the sufferers in this way. 

What are the other reasons why there should be a suspension or a moratorium 

on these tests? At the present time, only the United States, the Soviet Union 

and the United Kingdom are conducting these explosions. We were told the other 

day: "Who can deny to other countries the sovereign right tc ·explode bombs?" 

Our answer is, theoretically no one, but I suppose there are other ways of 

exercising one 1s sovereignty. In this connexion, i t should be remembered that 

these three countries ere well advanced in these experimentations and that they 
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are continually adding t o their kn~~l~dge and, thereby, according to their own 
• f • .: 

stateme:its ;.·_ according to the United State~- ~ta~ement -- brir.gi ng down t~~

effects of radiation. Although the effect i~ being brought d~ ,it is, as I 
pointed out the other day, still considerable. If ~he~~ is no euspens~on of 

, . : . .. 
teats and other cc~ntries come into th~ picture, they come in without that 

e'xperience and they would therefore e:1.-:periment with n:.:,re cr:ude bombs. If there 
' • • ·: : i 

is to be any use of them, there wr:,uld be greater har:D cat~sed by the fusion 

effects and by the larger quantity of fa11-out . 

Dr, Selovc, Chairman of theRe.diation Hazards Cn:!l:nittee of the American 

Federation of 8cieutists, aud A~~ociate ProfeG~or of Physics of the Uniyersity 

of ·Penn.sy2.va~:!.a , said to the Joint Cong:::-essicnal Colll!Ilittee on 5 June . tb~s year: 
➔ • • ' ~ : • 

' "As new nations enter _the nuc:e:ar teE:ti:1g program, it can be expected 
, . ·: 

that they will be inte=ested in testing b0DJb types which produce a ~est 
. . ;: . . , . ,. . 

deal of f&llcut. There are tw~ dominant reasons for this: First, about 
. .'} :. . .· .· . . . . . . :: . . , .· 

the most economical way possible to increase the yiel~ of a large bomb .is 
' .,. • • •~ '-~ ' • • • • • .. : : I • • ,. • • •• • ,: 

to us·e an ou1:er shell of natural uranium. Thi s leads to an' inexpcni:,ive 
~ .... t .t . . . ' . ,) . . .. : .' . ' ' .. . -

la~ge energy release, but also to a large release of fission products~ 
t~e -~o;·~t kind of. fallout . Second, 8 ia.r g~ amount of fall~ut. increa;~s: 

the dev~stating power of a nuc l ear bomb. The addition of a shell of 

natural ~anium t o a large thermonuclear bomb can increase the devastating 
' : · 

fallout to a very much greater dsgree, for e:~a".llple, than the addition of 

cobalt to make a 'cobalt bomb I' and, moreover, can at the same time 

increase the energy release by a larg~ amo~t, which a cobalt shell 

will not do ." 
If there i s no suspension of explosions , experimentation by other countriet 

can increase, and t hat experimentation 1dll l ea.d not on~y ~~ 'an increase of 
' . ' \ , . 

radiation of t he same rate as that produced by the adva~ceq countries, but, 

according to the evidence which I read out to the Committe~, it is possible and 

highly probable thet they w0uld eXl)eriment with bomb~. of a different character 

which will add diepr oport io~1.ately in terms of the i !'.llproved bcmbs to the amount 

of radiation. 
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That takes us to the-next issue, which is partly pclitical but which · 

certainly must be judged from a SC?ientific basis as well, namely, whether it is 

advisable to pursue our desire for the suspension of thermonuclear and nuclear 

bomb ·testing except iri the cont~xt of an entire disarmament programme. 

I submit with great respect that I have net been able to understand why, if 

we get disarmament and the abandonment of the atomic weapon, then why bother 

about these explosions because ?obody will test the bombs if they cannot make 

themo The idea is neither logical n(')r does it make sense, When it was first put 

forward it was ~th the idea that it could be done quickly with the amount of 

control that is easily possible so that some beginning could be made in the field 

of disarmament. Now, for the first time this year, thanks to the initiative of 

the United Kingdom, we were t old before the Assembly that the abandonment of 

nuciear testing is not disarmament and, what is more, thet it should not be done. 

·The s~eeches made from that qua~ter we~e not ·only that tbey should not be 

dfscontlnued,. but that' they should be coutirmed iil -:;:,.c interest a of pol:.cies. Bu 

on this matter there is o considerable bod:, o-: scientlfic evidence wM.ch ·deals;wi 
· .. . deal w:i.._,h 

the pz'oblem -wh:!.c:h must be in the minds of the l)Oliticians who have to/tt:·.s questi 

It is natural and legitimate to ·expect that any country wou1d take into 

consideration the fact whether t he suspension c,f bomb testing and the evasion of 

it by anybody else, or the suspension ~f bomb testing at any particular time, 

would :prove a ·handicap to itself s:ri.d not to others. Here I wish to cite the 

evidence' of the Council of the· Federation of American Scienti sts, given in 

February of this year: 

"The Council of t he Federation of American Scienti'sts urges the 

Administration to seek worldwide cessation of nuclear weapons test·s 

without making this contingent on achieving mor e far-reachin~ goals in 

arms limitation. Because stoppi ng these tests would slow down the 

development of even swifter· and more easily hidden wea,ona for devastating 

surprise attack ••• " 

We have never presented this argwnent. One of the legitimate f ears that a countr 

would have is that other atomic countries may launch a surprise attack, But here 

we have the scientists saying that the ~ore you allow them to test these weapons 

the more you will enable them to produce weapons of surprise attack, 
) 
\ 

j 
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"and because it would further c_ontribute to world stabili~y by heJ,ping to 

confine the production of nuclea_l:' weapons to three nat1<i,ns (Britain, the 

United States, the U§SR), this alone would be a substantial step 1s•owerd 

a rational solution of the world crisis brought about by nuclear armaments. 

All available evidence assures us that this constructive step _would 

candicap the military preparations of our com:!)etitors at least as much as 

our own, and that a test ban could be adequately monitored by a United 

Nations monitoring agency without requir_ing free access for inspectors 
' . , ~ 

within national bol.lI:'dari ee.11 

. . 
I shall deal more with this when we cOI:Je to the questi0n of detection. 
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:Therefore, the Fed.era.tion of American Scient:l;sts and another body of 2,000 

scientists who have also prorlounced on this all· point out that it ·does not impose 

a h~dicap on one side which is d:i.scriminatory as :against the o~her. ..Second.l.y, 

it ha~-,~~e merit _ that it prevents further development and p1·oduction ·.of bombs 

which wfil be potent for surprise attack. 
, . ~. ·. . ( . . 

from Ca}.iforn~.a says: 
r . 

This second·· body of 2,000 scientists 

11An i::-iternationa.J. agre-~inent to stori the testing of nuclefl,r bODlb~ could 

serve as a first step towards a more general disannament and.ult~ll)a~e 

effective abol:i.t:.on of nuclear weapons, averting the possibili.~y-;_of-nuclear 

war ·which w;ulc1.. be a ··catastrophe for all humanity. 

"We have, in common with our fellow men, a deep concern for the welfare 

of e.ll hul'18.n beings. As scientists, we he.ve knowledge of the dangers 

involved and, therefore, a special responsibility to ma.ke these dangers known. 

We deem it imperative that immediate action be taken to effect the interna.tio1 

agreement to stop the testing of weapons". 

Then we come to the question of detection. When the Government of India 

first submitted these proposals in the DistlX'lllalllent CotrJlliaaion -- not his year afte 

the Soviet resolution, but in 1954 there was, as I said on the last occasion, 

as we understood it, a fair degree of sympathy and support for them as a possible 

idea. But a few months later we were infonned t hat it was possible to have 

secret explosions of these bombs. In fact, one could explode them in one's 

pocket and they could not be detected. This did create a problem, because if 

the bombs could be so secretly exploded then each country would suspect the other 

of conducting the_ explosions while having itself, in honesty, to pass a self

denying ordinance. 

All the evidence that my Gove7:nment has -- from its own sources and a.a the 

result of its own investigations -- is to the effect that atomic, nuclear and 

thermo-nuclear explosions, under proper arrangements, a.re detectable. While I 

have no authority to disclose the source of this information, it is now well 

established by European investigation that it is possible to construct reliable 

stationary instruments for convenience in location and recording or very low 

radiation levels with an accuracy permitting changes or a few per cent to be 

detected. 
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Such an instrument, constructed for gamma radiation by the institute of 

radio physics in a particular country, consists of a flashlight device giving one 

flash per micro-roentgen-· that is, about one flash per five minutes -- in the 

ca~e ·of nonnal background re.dietion. The records are made ·on a circular core, 

which has ·to be changed eit~:er wc-ek.ly or monthly , etc . A world-wide system· of 

control by means of bo,ttery-clr~.vcn, hennetica.lly en~:;_c-sed 8.pparatus, sealed by 

some kind of internati.0~1al orGJ?.ni:7,s.tion, seems not to involve any serious 

technical difficulti esQ 

Therefore, not only from S) ' Ch in'!es+,igation as we have made ourselves and 

from such advice as ic gi ve::1 u:;; , 1.:rut alzo fro:n t he eX];:er::.ments that are made in 

countries in Europe where atom:.c r,ci2nce iB ' ccu:s-.i.d.era'bly advru1ced, although:' they· 

are not making t he .bor:tb3, we have e7er:y 2:ec1.::;on to th:;.nk ·tiiat ·there is the 

possibility of ·detection. No one· caci sP,y t hat it ·would be 100 per cent detection, 

but the evasi on of ar-.t~~'t:i on today is f.1.2m.c ;:1t lrr.:possihle . That is why we· havc 

suggested that, instec,.d. of c.a::e side se.ylr1.c; t hat t he bombs can ·be secretly exploded 

and the ot her · side sayiug that they canr.ot, there being so many doubts, it should 

be possibl e for those who have diffzring views to provide scienti fic and technical 

experts to go into this q_uetition and este,bii sh t he 1-.1na. of machinery agal.nst 
. ,:; f ' 

evasion that 1s req_uired and p"J.t it forward. 

I am sorry t o say that th,.:: answer to ' that from trie repr-esento.ti ve of · France · 

is, to me , very conft~sing. He sn;y·s that he does not agree to this tri partite -

division of tl:~ w-:>rld., 3.nd I quc-te him as · fol:-::-us : 

"It would ••• be d:i.ffic'.llt for me to agree t o the t r ipartite formula 

of I ndio.: first of all, because I cannot resign myself to the present three

way division of humanity, nor to its being given legal existence in the 

United Nctio::is; further more, becauce a committee t hus set up could not 

sup:,lant the Po•,re:r.s prii':1a..dly conce;:•ned, nor could it impose upon t hem any lin( 

of conduct ." (A/C.l/PV~877 , page 6) . . 

I want to make it per!'ect1y ·c1ear that any submission we ·have made is not intended 

in any way -- and this hfl.S bee·n very co,refully a~d full y potn:::.ed out wit hout any . . . 
ambig-:li ty -- to supersede the Di sarmament Cornrcission or its Sub-Committee . What 

we propose is purely a machinery for assisting the decisions whi ch the Commission 

wants to reach or which it could have reached. Therefore, there is no question of 
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suppla.nt:i.tlg the Powers primarily concerned. ' Ana./if I ' tr.ay s~ so ·mtli r@opect, if 

~e c·ouid spend ~h~se el>.1)losions effectively and· satisfactorily to all I am· sure 
. . ' ,:. ' 

the Powers 'WO~;J.d 'not mind what inay appear like supplanting them in' this way. 

The{com~s the 'statement by Mr~ Moch, "I cannot 'resign myself to the present 

three-~;ay •d.i~ision of humanity"• Nor can we. We do not wa.nt:·to see the 

di vis:ion of 'humanity in any way, but. it . so-happens that the world today is largely 

divided between two Powe:r: blocs anc. other people who want to keep out of ft ! -- · · 

not keep out of it by saying, "A plague upon both your houses", ·but fo~ep out of: 

it :l.ri th~ hope .that by their non-commitment they may make more or less a 
contribution to a peace area in the world, and that the friction as between the 

otl:iers ' .themselves might not be as sharp o.s otherwise. 

Therefo_re, there is no suggestion that t here should be a tripartite division 
~ • ' • I • • ' , , • ' , • , • , 

of the world. In fact the very idea of the introduction of a tripartite element 

to the e~tent. of preventing a head-on collision between two points of view • .: an 

ide·a which Mr. Jules Moch himself' has re:;;erred to, saying that there could not be 

any synthesis b~t that there must be support ··of e: ma.jori ty view -- is to remove 

that danger, and it was put forward in the hope that this coul~ be done. 

Now this is purel y an academic exercise, and as such·has very little value~ 

But I would like to ask the Committee, and :particularly the delegation of the · 

Unit ed. States of Am~rica, to look into the history r;f tl1e Atomic Energy Agency. 

When first the pr6posai was br.O\tght here that body -was to be an exclusive club of 

eight countries, selected by wto~ver -was to select them, and no one was to enter 

it unless .they thems~lv~s a.greed. In the first session' the exciusion 'was given 

up, thanks largely to•the wisdom of the initiators of the :proposal; but that is 

· not the most important point . When the twelve or fourteen countries which''formed 

the preparatory commission for this purpose sat week after week, and month after 

month, to produce the Statute of the Atomic Energy Agency, it was found that it 

was the lack of that body's division -- in the way in which, unfortunately, the 

Sub-Connnfttee has l'ourid its.elf divided -- into a majority and a minority view that 

enabled the overcoming of a large number ·of problems from day to day. Though the 
• ·' 

difficulties were serious, they were surmoWlted. 

' 

\ 
) 
I 
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_There the question was not whether a country was large or small. Sometimes 
' , . . . . , : 

a small country is able to function in a way in which a large country cannot. 
' . .· . . . ' . 

India .was a member of the Preparatory Commission of the Atomic Energy 4gency, 

the experience of which has been one .wh~r~ this iniroduction of what ma.~ be , 

called a more :,representative ei~me~t of consultation, and of giving and _ta~g 

in this way, has led to .results. 
. . , · . . 

Thus, j;n, this particular suggestion we have submitted, on the .one hand _there 
. . . . . . .. . . 

is no attempt ' to supersede either the Security Council, the Disarmament Co•ssion 
, , . 

of the Disarinament SUb-Committee. There is_ no attempt to suggest to the . great 

Powers, "You do not kn9w w11,at you are doing; we will ,find you a way". That is 

not at all its meaning. It simply means that there is a deadlock, and the 

experience .of the Commission for a long time· has been that of presenting two 

points of view and the difficulty of resolv~ng them. Sometimes they are resolved 
. . 

a:f'ter a long period of argument. I do not say that it cannot be done in that 

way. But, as I say, there is no attempt here as far as we are concerned to . 

disregard the authority of the Security Council or the Disarmament Connnission, 

or in any way· to suggest that ·any body of people but the great Power~~- notably 

the United States wid the Soviet Union -- can really bring about_disa1'lll82llent. 

We therefore regret that there should be any suggestion that this is likely to 

lead to any further division of world opinion. Its purpose is altogether to the 

contrary. 
· ' 

I have dealt with t his matter again briefly, and have not used all the 

material that is at hand.with regard to the considerable harmful effects and the 

fact tlla.t the suspension of these tests is not open to the objection th~t there 

is non-detectability and, therefore, a handicapping in someone's favour. On the 

other hand, I ~ve produced scientific evidence to point out that the· suspension of 

tests would lead, on the one hand, to prevention of t~e development of weapons 

which might be more formidable than those which exist today, and which might be 
, < 

more dangerous, . particularly to the :Powers whi_ch suspect the others -- that is, 

for surprise attack and things of that character. I have also drawn attention to 

the great danger of large numbers of countries, in the exercise of their sovereign 

rights, engaging in such manufacture. After all, the manufacture of arms has been 

part of the indus~ry in the world for a long time, and it may spread with 

disastrous results. 
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Finally, I have pointed out that, while we do not regard the suspension of 

nuclear tests as disarmament itself, we think it is a first step toward 

disarlD8Illent. It creates a climate of opinion; it creates that hope and confidence 

i~ the world to which Mr, Moch ha? referred and which he says it is the 

fuuction of this Assembly to transmit, It makes public opinion of the world 

think that at last something is moving not in an illusory way. And,what is more, 

when there is t he process of inspection and the functioning of the machinery of 

det ection, and consultati ons in regard to all these matters are carried on f rom 

day to day, we will have created something like a pilot pla_nt i n t he way of 

worki ng together on this matter. So, even from that point _of view, the 

suspeusion of tests has a political value and a very ser ious contribution to 

clisarrnament. 

My delegation has not suggested that we should j ust suspend these 

explosions and sit back and do nothine , The question of the suspension of 

explosions -- in the same way, for example, a s the submis_sion of militar y 

buclc,;ets_ of_ countries -- was r egarded as an item whi ch could be brought about 

more easily than the others. We have never at any time suggested that i t is 

a substitute either for the abandonment of f resh manufacture or f or the 

disrnantli ng of existi ng bombs or for the cut-off of use -- that is to say, the 

eveatual elimina.tion of_ t he nuclear and ther monuclear weapons, which is t he 

declared policy of' the Uni ted Nations. 

The main objection to this is that the only thing that _is concretely as!~ed for 

i s the suspension - - t hat a commitment on .suspension is asl<ed for . while, with 

re3ard to all the ot hers , tpere is merely an expression of senti ment . To a 

certain extent, if tpis is a characteristic, it also appears in regard to t he 

rein _proposals that are before us -- that is , '.;here is no suggestion that the 

cut -off d~te in regard to further production should be eff ective before the 

suspension of explosions. Mr . Lodge , speal{ing on behalf of his country, said they 

were prepared to agree to the suspension provided that there w~s agreement in 

principle -- or words to that effect -- in regard to the. other • . I _pubmit that 

the proposal we have placed before. the Committee -- that 111 the same way , 'by 

having some other views added, they should work for cut -9ff ~ates in r egard to 
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fre~h production, ;in ·· regard t9. ;d1smantling of-, pombs, .and . al.so tow~rd. finding a 

cut -off. of .. the use of th.is thi?Og• altog~the:r ; . '!)ecause tba,t; is .in consonance · . 

with the declareq.·policy -of. .th~ United. Natio:qs•froro the til'.llewe. b~gan dealing 

with this question. · . 

The main objection to this . has been . tha~. we. are asked . to · re_ly on faith. ' 

"How can you trust som~body el~e if }le is -not . to be trusted?" -~ :that is the ... · 

question. Well, th~t is a very .logical question to ask. · .If .you know tnat the 

o~her person is bound to oreak his promise, .· then it would be very .. foolisn .to · 

trust him. There •-is no do_ubt about that. But, •if those are •t.he ·:premises on·· · 

·which we are arguing; then the whole of ·the ·disarmament question., inclu~ling 

the twenty-four-Power resolution,is out of court • . Every·proposal that is made, 

however large or sma+l, . does rely: on contract, does rely on commitment. 

Therefore, if·it i _s possible to acc~pt a connnitment -~. 11' it is poss;i.ble, as . . 

the representative of the Uni ~ed States himself pointed out•, ,to get areas of · .· 

o.Greer~ent in som~ ways a.nd th~ other side can do the same in some. fields, , 

there is no reason why it should not be extended to . a.not her.. . . , :. ; 

This is not to suggest that a mere element of bl ind faith is suffici e~t • 

. As the representative of France rightly points . out, :the establishment of .· control 

and t l)e machinery of inspection cultivate this faith. That is why .we have 

sugcested that 1 instead of merely saying that there must be inspection and: : . . 

t here .rnust b_e control, we must, as in tl1e case of. the Preparatory C_ommissi:on ·of 

the Atomic Energy .Agency, try to vork ·out these details in this way. · • 

Therefore, it is not as -though the s~spension resolution hangs in the: air by · 

itself and the rest of disarm~ent is forgotten. All that is , sought to be done 

is t hat the fact that we do not have comprehensive disarmament should not ::. ' 

prevent us from doing anything at all. There is. every reason to bel ieve that, 

once some progress is made in this way, then it is possible that further progress 

may follow. 

We fully believe the J?Osition taken up by the representative of Ireland : 

that, despite all procedural methods that you might try, unless .there is a 

lowering of world tension,·it is not possible to get_ to disarmament. I do not 

thinl, that . anybody can quarrel with that propositiop. But it is possible that , 
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if there were agreement in one sphere, ~s we sa.id two ·years ago, there might be 

agreement in another. That is possible. It is quite true tha.t there must be a 

change 9f heart, a change of approach, a willingness to negotiate, and that one 

must remove those elements which, in the mind of the representative of France, 

have creat~d this great disastrous disillusionment. We therefore appeal 

particularly to the two most powerful countries, the United States and the 

Soviet Union, that in this particular mat ter the time has come to give the world 

a lead where a beginning is being made. We do not a sk that any proposition that 

is put forward by either of them has to be rescinded here. We believe that the 

marshalling of the force of the Assembly behind an agreed proposition is likely 
"' to jam the machine more than anything else. This is not in any way a surrender 

to a. minority view or a triumph of a majority view. It is sheer common sense 

that, if a matter has been discussed fully, the members of the S~b-Committee, the 

Powers concerned, know quite well what is the majority opinion in the world. 

The registering of a decision would not in itself do anything but create a kind 

of r estriction upon ourselves. 

Therefore , it is our Sl,h:nission that, while these resolutions do not 

represent and cannot rep r esent an agreed view; and are not an attempt toward that, 

they should not be pushed at this time but should be further considered by the 

Disarmament Commission. 

We have submitted these other propositions not as a substitute for them. 

They are not f ull andcolliplete suggestions i n regard t o the bringing about of 

disarmament. They are, in our view, practical step:; toward accomplishing the 

i nitial achievements toward bringing about disarmament. 

There is another matter on ·which my delegation spent some time the other day, 

and t hat i s the emergence of tactical weapons. Here , I believe, I may have laid 

myself open t o misunderstanding. I did not say at any time that it was possible 

today to produce tactical weapons of a small kind such as machine guns or 

revolvers or anything of that character. What I said was that , once you move 

from this in the tactical field, the advance of science is such that the time may 

come -- how soon we do not know - - when they will be so small and so portabl e 

that they will be all over the world. That was speculation -- legitimate 

speculation, in view of the advance of humanity. 
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We ·are told ·th,a~: these weapons· --- .I mean,' -150 -tons or something like that 

cannot be moved; ·and sp on and so forth. Now, I have here a whole list of these 

weapo11s: guided ,missiles -·- · surface to surface, air to air, ground to air, 

and -so on, with .all. double-purpose weapons. - They all carry atomic -warheads. 

The USSR bas announced that it has an int_ercontinental ballistic missile carryi:ng . 

a uuclear ·warhead that is capable· of delivering .a nuclear warllead at any point , 

.-'l'he i:1e\-l Yorl'. ·!!!:!~ Tribu~ of 16 l',:a.y 1956 also reported that ._the Russi~ns have a 

203-millimetre gun which can hurl an e.tomic shell si:>..'teen miles, "!bile they have . 

a heavy 2~'0-millimetre mortar :wl1ich can use atomic warheads. 

' . . 
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I do not intend to go into speculative reports in this connexion, Anyone 

who so wisely may study the particulars of these weapons, w.h1c.h are all published; 

in f act , I believe that some of the weapons are on exhibition arid even on sale. 

The fact is that, while at the present time these are heayy guns, they are 

still tactical weapons. If tactical weapons become the or der of the day and if1 

as an Army commander has stated somewhere, they-tecome ·~art of t he normal 

equipment of an e.:miy, then the danger arises of a wider spread of atomic radiation, 

with all its conseque::ices. 

The British, t oo , have developed some of these weapons, Their atomic 

test at Montebello Island in Australia in May 1956 was a test of a tactical 

surface-to-air missile. 

General Magruder of the United States Army said, in February of this year, 

before the Senate Armed Services Committee that i n three t o five years the 

United States Army would have enough tactical atomic weapons to reduce the use 

of conventional weapons by 25 · per cent. 

This brings me to some of t he statements which have been made here concerning 

these scientific aspects of the matter. The representative of France sai d: 

"No Minister of Defence -- ond I have been a Minister of Defence -- will. 

arm his troops with the atomic machine guns and revolvers cooked up by 

t hese [science fiction storij writers 01· mentioned here by Mr. Menon, 

because, taking into account the critical mass below which the chain 

reaction is no longer brought about , each pi.·ojectile for these devices 

would have to weigh about 10 l~ilogrammes." (A/C,l/PV.877, page 23-25) 

I am not a physicist; the representat ive of France is. Nevertheless, I submit 

that he was in err or, scientifically speaking, in making the above statement. 

He went on: 
11Therefore, for sixty seconds of machine-gun fire, approximately ten tons 

of ammunition woul d be required, and the magazine of a revolver would alone 

we igh approximately 100 kilogr6.lllmes ••• 11
• (~. ) 
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I shall. not·,go in.to. the secon.d part of the above-quoted ste.-l;ement by Mr. Moch, 
• ,, • • • 1 • · :. • • • " + , ,! ' • • , , 

because, as .I have -said, it rele.tes __ ·. ~O. the. realm .o.f sp~culation • . With rega~d. to . 

the question _o! crit.ical mass,. howev~r, . I would s~y thi~: No di~ect evid~nce · , ·. · 

in this. fie--ld_ eaµ be qbtained, because. no, Government_ \Jill publish details concemine . . . . . . . ; . . . . . ~ . . . . ' . . .. 

the size of e. cr:l.tical mass . In a co.untry like the United States, however, 1 t 
. . . . . . . ' . -~. ! • 

is not possil:le '. to . wi~hhold info_rmation. t:rom :the pu]:)lic, and, t:♦erefore, a certain 

amou,nt of . informa~ion ha_s appeared from wh_j,.ch inferences . can ~e drawn. 

The United St~tes:Atc~ic ~ergy C~Illl!lission has invited coI!llllent on a propoee·d 
. .. ... . ' ' . . . . ' , . . :, 

regulatioµ to ,gu.e.rd, against accidental cond!.tions of criti.celity in the sh;i.pment 
, . . . '• . . .. :' 

o.f .. ~p~cialnuclear· material • . Limits wou.ld be placed in tha. proposed regulation on 
,• ' 

the .:a!}lounts of:plutpnium, uraniu.m-2?3 and uran~um enriched in ~~e isotope 
., . . . . .. , 

uranium-235 which a licensee might transport or deliver to a carrier for a.. singl~ 

shipll!,ent • .. In ·:~he_ c~se of u~anium-233 e.nd _plutonium, the. limit for transport~tion 

by a licensee would be 200 grammes not 10 kilogrammes -- and the limit',' 

for q.e:l.ivery__. ,to a c.errier would be 60 grammes ._ It will be not,ed that the proposed 

limits. oq_ emount..s which might be de).i vered to .~ . ca;rrier are considerably lower 
• • j • • .' ' ' ' 

than :the:,emoUI).ts which might b.e transported by a licensee.. The distinction is 

bas~,.on amounts of material nee~ed to create a criti~al mass. 
' • ·• . . ' . . ·, ' ; .. 

I~ .- the. c:ri;,:~+.ca1. P.18.SS of uranium-233 or pJ.utonium is nearly 200 gr&J:lille:s,: as 
' ' . . / ,.' ' . 

woµld ~ppear fro.~. t~~: .above-mentioneq. Atom~c E11er{!Y Commission releas~, _1 t. ~(!~d .. 
. . ' .. · ,. . . . . . ,, 

s.ooner. or la:t~r .. Q~ possible to produce weapons of weights mucl) . ~1,11~~1'. than 

10 kilogI'6.lll(lles .• . _. 

, . ... We. l)a.v;e .-p_ther eci~nti,fic information f!0ncern~ng the (f-~t~i,_npie.nt .of t}:le critical 

mass -- SI'l:d, ,again, the authority is th~ ,United Sta:tes Atomic .En~rgy: .Coromi.ssion • . 
• •• • I • ' • 

Actually,. there _ is no absolute size or weig!3-t in this respect, • The c!i ticl½ _ mass 
. . ' . . . '• : . . · ': 

depend,s on: :a ·l;.arge number .pf- circumstances. For a nuclear explosion to take pl,ace, 
. . . . . . ' . . 

e.cco,r4_ing to .a _publication qf ~be Atomic Energy Commission, the weapon mus~ . cont~in 

a sufficient amount of uranium or pluton~wn for it to excee4 ,~Pe critical., ma~s 

in tb.~ existing circumst~n~e.s ~ . ., . The critic al mass depeno.s, among other things, 

on. ~~ , shape .of the materi~, ._~he composition and the presence of impurities Whi_ch 
' ... . . ,. 

Cat,l rE!~ove neutrota in non~_fission reactions. By surrounding the fissionable 
\ . .. . , ., . . ... . . . 

. material witQ. , a suita'ble ~e.utr:?Il "re.fleeter", the loss. of. ne1:,1trons by escape can 

be reduced and the critical mass can thus be decreased. 
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When we referred to the dangers· of these tacti~al weapons, we were not 

drawing upon our imagination; we also had obtained advice. These weapons can 

develop in a large way. While,·tode.y, some of these, weapons are forty- and 

fifty-feet long and require several freis}lt airplanes to transport-· them, the 

time will come when smaller weapons can be produced. 

In any case, I ho.ve already r ·eferred to the Atomic Energy Commission 

p11blication which states that the critical mass depends on a number of things; 

including the shape of the waterial, the composition, t he presence of · 

impurities, the provis~.on of· a sui~e.'ble neutron "reflect.or" and so forth. 

Thus, we have no ~.de.:i. to what ex"t.e~:, science will advance in this respect. There 

is, therefcre, some' j ;.:..stifics.tion for the ·warning that to enter into the field 

of atomic tacti~al wet :-:;cin.s is to create the danger of greater, more widespread 

atomic warfare tharl that invo:.ving the use of these bombs a.bout which we have 

been speaking. 

F\1-::-ti1e r-more , the nevrs;_)a:i:-ers the other day contained reports about atomic· 

depth char?;es which go sev~ .,_·:.:.l. thousand feet under the sea and the impact of' 

which -~pr~a u.s , i;resuma'l;ly, for mile3 . Now, no one is living under the sea except 

the fish, but these ·~egt h cl",e.:::-ges irradiate the water. , We have heard evidence 

from United S ta.te s ·sot.'rce s , both in this Commit tee ci.nd in ot her Committee·s, 

concerning 'the e:,plosions wtich tcok plc:.ce in the Marshall Islands. The mate.rial 

in this respect which ha.s come from Japanese sources refers to· radiation that must 

have largel y been callsed b~r 'bombs exploded in the Soviet Union. However that may 
be, the fact is :that, in addition to the old type of bomb expioded·on the ground 

and in th~ air, there is now talk of these depth charges for 'bringing·out· 

submarines, and the· widesp1•eau. use of snch depth charges would contaminate the · 

oceans of the world, as well, This cannot be regarded as a "panicky" argument , 
' ' 

because we have bad' evidence of the number of sg_i.lare miles of water which · were · 

contaminated·af~e r . the Bikini explosions. 

It is not my delegation's i ntE;ntion to go into greater ' deta'ii now with· 

regard to the a.re.ft resolutions bef0re the Committee~ We have ·already submitted 

our views, with g:!.~eat re!spect, to the me'm'.Jers of the Sub-Committee · on;-' Disarrnament, 

wh~se ' labours have beer1 so prol onged. So far as we· are concerned, we do not think 
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that any country deliberately wants to Jeopardize disarmament. The obstructions 

which exist in this field .arise from all the considerations of distrust and · 

fear and, in .our view, the mistaken. conception tha.t · peace can rest on what is · 

call.ed e. balance of power. Despite these dift'icul.ties, ho\rever, we do not take 

the view that these· great nations which bear. the responsib1lity for the survival 

or ·the human race. nn.d' :the· prevention of atomic ·warfare will turn a deaf ear to 

submissions from · any.- qiJarter. 

We make this submission, · just as we have done in previous years, to-those 

wh0, alone, can achieve results in disarmament. There is no doubt that these 

draf t resolutioris which are supported by members of the Sub~Committee on Disai,nament 

can· obtain a two-thirds majority in the General Assembly. But it is hot majority 

votes that will bring about disarmament: it is agreement that will bring .about 

disarmament·~.: That is not in · any way to say that a minority can hold others to 

-ransom. But tbot minority will have with it the pressure of other countries which 

are not·under any obligation to respect views with which they are not in ' 

agreement • . 
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Ther_efore, in this' second intervention in thts matter I should like · to · 

e11b!.T;.it to the Committee that we are now in ·a critical phase, especially since the 

, ·:-cld has made a further advance in the field of sciemce with the opening up of 

t.;:<,! inter-ple.neta.r~·· regions. It 'ts time for us to seek the t-1ays of co-oper.ation . 

r 1• -~ to end the ways of competition in this matter. Some day there has to be 

E.,:," '.:.Ome:1t if we are not to destroy each other: If there is no agreement, then the 

p.~. ing up of a.rme:oents will remain the kind of baneful enterprise which deprives 

t !i ,. world of much of the substance it requires to make· it more happy and 

I have spent much time in deaJ.ing with the stateir.ent r.?ade by the representative 
. .~ 

c~ France, largely out of respect for the views he expressed and also because~ in 

E'-Oine of t hose facts, we had to present, in our interests, the other point of :view. 

I hcpe that the Committee will give the proposals submi'tted by the Government 

of India the consideration they usually give· to them, and·· w'e ,hope that .a ste:p 

forward, however small, will be taken by this · Assembly so th:'at we may conv~y ·to 
\ 

the world that message of hope and freedom from fe&· to whtch Mr . Moch r e ferred . 

We would t hen have made an advance, but otherwise the -proceedings of this Committee 

and of the plenary meetings of the General Assembly that will follow would not 

represent progress on disarll1ament, but would be the beginning of the chapter to 

which the representative .'or France referred when he said we must leave sympathies 

on one side and we must rely on the majority view. 

We cannot get disarmament by legislation or passing resolutions; we must 

seek agreement . That is not to put a premium on obstructionism of any kind, 

it is to put a premium on the capacity for preservation and for patience. However 

well- intentioned may be the resolutions, to argue against that can only lead to 

a tightening of the deadlocks. 

It is this view that led my delegation to take the time of -the Committee in 

order to go into a large number of details in this matter and,· perhaps, to 

repeat some of the arguments, but we hope that we have met some of the objections 

that were raised. I have deliberately refrained from going into the argument 

about the clean bomb -- we have not heard a great deal about it lo.tely -- but we 

do think that as each day goes on the danger increases. World public opinion 

is far more advanced than we appear to be in coming to decisions , and in every 
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country ln the world today there is an increasing desire to · see· so'me . .ate-pi:h .ta.ken; .. . 

in this direction. If the United Nations were to disregard that opinion, were to··:,.·· 

be more: concerned about their alignments and more concerned about their ·rears· than .:· ·1
· 

their hopes, , then it would not be likely tha.t we should take a step forward. • It is ·· 

in that spirit that I have made this submission. 

~ir . MOCH (France) - (interpretation from French): I shall not tax the 

ro:tience of this Committee for more than five minutes , and I shall keep my eye_· :' ·. ·. 

on the clock. I shall not enter into polemics with the representatives of Indi'a.~ 1
- · - .: · 

He has always been extremely courteous, and I do not want to get into a scientific 

argument that without doubt would definitely surpass the critical mass of the 

attention of ·the Committee. I shall limit myself to three very brief remarks. 

Firstly, with regard to the role of the General Assembly. · I said in my 

previous statement that we had reached a etalemste, re1d Mr . Krishna Menon at one 

point said that my statement wao drruna·cic and at another time he said it was 

deplorable. · My statement, however, ·was quite in keeping with the f acts. There were 

seventy-one meetings of the Si....b-Conunittee in· London, as ,:rell as many informal 

meetings, yet we were unable to get out of the stalemate. Therefore , it is hardly 

feasible t hat this discussion will actually advance . us' alorig the . iines we. had 

hoped for. · We will have to discuss m~tters with our Go~e1~ninents arid also ponder 

upon what is said, We e.lso 'hlwe to feel · that·: certairi ideas ·on one thing or the 

other will have to· cha:.1ge becf..ase · of the progress of' science . ' · 

Secondly~ -when I ·r e fer:!:'ed. to science .fiction, I · wes not in ~ny way casting 

doubt on the expE:rts ,b, speeia'!.izc in differe··.:1t scientific .fields. · They a.re, ·' 

perhaps, 'very gr<:::at scientis t s end' ex-,;ierts in Clle SI:2Cial:!.zed f ield, ·but less so 

on others. •· I' refarred to the talk ab:mt '.,1.le ch~:in F:acti on that would -cause ·the ·. 

destruction of the world and to the stories of atomic machine guris and atomic 

revolvers , arid I do not want ·words attributed to me t hat I did 'no.t utter; 

When ! ··referred to' Dr. Libby, who is an authority on stiontitmi-90, I am 

afraid that I was misunderst◊od by some r epresentatives. Dr. Libby said, and I 

shall quote the actual text: 

"If in the next five years the tests are continued at the present rate, 

it might lead in the United States to a concentration of strontium-90 in human 
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The present safety level recommended is one hundred units, In other words, 

in ft ve years, · if the teats continue at the present rate, the level will be 

between four and fifteen units,, whereas the safety level is one hundred. I .am not 

passing any judgement on that statement made by a specifically qualified expert. 

Therefore, after hearing Mr. Menon's speech, I do not want anyone to think that I 

was guilty of complicity in genocide. · I do not want to pose here as e. man who 

want s t o maintain the test explosions, but I do want to say that what ! aaid was 

very carefully thought out and reflected the french proposal. I said that if there 

was a risk, · no matter however small, o;f increasing the mortality rate of the hwnan 

species, we had no right to let humanity run such risks • . Therefore, I said, 

without J.ooine our heads, we had to take all the measures possible to eliminate 

such a risk. 

So far as I em concerned, these measures ere the cut-off of the product ion of 

ftsoiouable materials and the use of such f issionable materials for peaceful 

purposes, and ·i:,he cessation o:f.' test explo~ions. Ther efore , 1 should lil<e my 

colleae;ues ·co consider my statement of 22 October and, if they -have the pati ence, 

to re-reacl. :i.t so that they may fincl t he answer t o what has been said about ~e. I 

do no·c feel called upon to change one solitary line of what I said then. 

Mr. K1JZNETSOV 1 (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): Now that the delegat ions of the United States, the United Kingdom, France 

and of some other Western Powers have outlined at the present session of the General 

Assembly the attitude of their respective Governments toward the disarmament problem, 

it has become even more obvious that the fruitless outcome of the negotie.t:tons in 

the Sub-Committee was not accidental. The representatives of the United States, 

the United Kingdom and France have confirmed once again that at present th«?ir 

Governments have no intention of accepting any agreements on the reduction ,:,f armed 

forces and armaments and on the prohibition of atomic and hydrogen weapons. 

However regret table it is, this is the main conclusion which we can and must draw 

in order not to create any illusions with regard to the true state of affairs. 
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Since the representatives of the Unite~ States, the United Kingdom and France 

have tried here to misrepresen~ the attitude of the USSR towards the question of 

disarmament, the Soviet delegation considers it to be its duty to dwell once again 

on certain problems raised during the dj scussion .• 

Facts show that the designs of the Western Powers, and primarily of the 

United States , are directed not at disarming and renouncing the atomic weapons, 

but at trying to achieve military superiority over all other countries -- and 

certainly, in the first place, over the USSR . 

This fact is confirmed by nwnerous statements of the United States political 

leaders. For example, the Vice-President of the United States, Mr. Nixon, 

speaking on 15 October at the International Industrial Development Conference in 

San Francisco, said: "Let us resolve once and for all that the absolute, .necessity 

of maintai:-iing our superiority in military strength must always take priority ••• " 

These words belong, not to a newspaper reporter or to a private person, but they 

reflect t he official. attitude of the United States Government . If the ambitions 

of the United States regarding military superiority serve as a b€!,sia for all 

activities, then how can the United States even think of disarmament? 

In conformity with this policy of the Western Powers, led by the United States, 

endless attempts are being made in the course of negotiations to impose on the 

Soviet U:n.ion such agreements as would. place it in an unequal position and would 

be detrimental to its security. But those who act in such a way betray themselves 

as enemies of peace, and they appear before the peoples. as advocates of the policy 

of force and of the armaments race. 

Such a policy cannot have .-- and in fact it does not have -- the support of 

the peoples because, in the l~ng run, . it leads to a new destructive war. The 

sponsors of this policy cannot help reckoning with this feet; that is why they 

try to conceal their true objectives and intent.ions from public opinion and from 

the peoples. A huge machinery is being maintained and a great deal of money 

spent in the United States and other Western countries to conceal .the truth from 

the people and to justify the armaments race, which is profitable only to 

capitalist monopolies , by false talk of the so-called "communist threat" allegedly 

eme.nating from the Soviet Union. Even such an event as the launching of a 

satellite into outer space by the Soviet Union -- this greatest scientific event 

of our time -- was used by the United States as an excuse to step up the 

armaments race and thus to increase the burden of taxation . 
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The history of negotiations on disarmament, over a period of ten years, is 

marked by attempts on the i;art of the United States and its partners to evade 

concrete propose.is on disarmament and; . having complicated this matter, to put the 

blame for -the failure of negotiations on the Soviet Union. 

When th:e United States and its partners submitted.- various pi-oposals from · 

time to time, they did so expecting in advance that other int erested parties 

first of ·all, the Soviet Union -- would not accept them. But · when the 

Soviet-Union, despite their expectations, accepted the propos'ai·s· of the Western 

Powers in order to reach agreement, they went back on them. Whenever it wa.'s 

possible to reach an agreement based .on equality, the United States, followed 

by the United Kingdom and France, artificially created new obstacles and 

repudiated tqeir own proposals. ' That is how matters s~and at present as well. 

Mr. Lodge, together with other representatives of Member States in the 

Sub-Committee on Disarmament, tries to make it ap:ciear as if the Soviet 

representative in the Sub-Committee, without even having studied the proposals 

made by the Western Powers on 29 August, has rejected them. This does not 

correspond to reality; -and, in our view, this is not a proper place for light

minded exercises of that nat ure. Mr. Lodge, more than anyone el se, knows that 

the Western proposals had been discussed thoroughly for a l ong time 'before they 

were presented in their final form to the Sub- Committee on 29 August. Trying 

to delay as long as possible private negotiations and to make it appear that· 

something was ·being done, the Western Powers presented their proposals to the 

Sub-Committee part by part over almost three months. During this period a 

thorough 'exchange of views took place at the Sub-Committee meetings and at informal 

meetings between the representatives of t he Soviet Union and the United States . 

The delegations were privately exchanging working documents. In the course of 

the above-mentioned discussion the Soviet representative made known the stand of 

the Soviet GoverllJllent on all these proposals. 

Ori 27 August there was made public a detailed statement of the Soviet 

Government on this question, which was disclosed in the Sub~Committee by the 

Soviet representative. Thus, at the moment when the so- call ed joint proposals 

of the United States, the United Ki ngdom, France and Canada were submitted, they 

did not constitute anything new or ,·,t1kno·,m, a.nrl., besides, they had been fully 

examined in the Sub.:.C01l1mittee. 
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These proposals of ·the Wellt ern Powers, presented now as a draft resolution, 

do not, unfortunately, constitute a basis for an agreement on the reduction of 

armaments. The United States,: the United Kingdom and France are still adhering 

to the position which·bampers the adoption of concrete steps on disarmament! 

The adoption of the Western draft resolution by tba Assembly undoubtedly can qnly 

hinder further negoti.at i ona and complicate the matter. I s it not time to seek 

the way to such an agreemerit as ""ould correspond in equal measure t .o the interests 

of security of all the States and would put an end to the armaments race? 

The duty of the United Nations is to assist i n f inding such ways. We fully 

agree with the view ex~resi ed her e by the representatives of many States of Asia, 

Europe, Africa and other regiono to the effect that the disarmament problem is 

a problem which affects all the countries, l arge and small, on any continent, 

irrespective of their political and social regime. If ~ach country tries to 

make its positive coctribution to the solution of this vital problem, then the 

cause of peace and internatior..al security will only b-:-:nefit as a result of this. 

The representative of the United States spoke here about ensuring the 

security of States . Touching upon this subject, one should stress, first of 

all, that i n solving any international problem affecting various countries, 

there cannot be such a situation in which the security of any one country should 

be recognized as more esse:i.tial than t hat of any other country. 

security, one should proceed from· equal approach to all States. 

To ensure 

Without this 

approach, any negotiations on disarmament me&!'.l a dangerous delay, a dangerous 

waste of t ime . I t i s in vain that certain people entertai n illusions that it 

is possible, by means of different-doubtful combinati ons, to·confuse and outwit 

another State and thereby to place it in an unequal J.)Osition. No sovereign 

State will ever voluntarily agree t o its security being impaired. 
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.. , . The Soviet ·Union . stands .. for disarmament negotiations on . the basis of equality 

so that in .the course ·of these p.,egQtiationa equal acc~mnt ifJ taken of ,the measures 

.,to ensure security of all State.s, . -of all interested parties. . . 

. The. United States .and its -NATO associates adhere ~o an entirely different 

.pos:l,tion,. They .proceed.eq and _proceed in -the _,disarmament negotiations from .the 

premises .tl:lat othe·r ne_gotia:~ing ,parties. should sacrif~ce their na.tiona.~ intere.sts 

·.and 1-rea~te.n their. . s1?.c;uri:ty. But . it is a one~si de~ .and selfish _methop. which .can . 

in no way contrib.ute to .the success of the disarmament negotiations • . 

-There . ar.e e~amp~.es close at hand. 

Let tts, t ake the ques tJ.on of nuclear weapons .'Which is of great concern. to. i;i.11 

the peO'riles . 

The United States, Britain and .France oppose the pr ohibition of nuclear 

weapons, the cessation of their_p~oduction and thei_r elin:iination from the armaments 

of. States • . ,They want to have nuclear weapons at thelr disposal and to use at?mic 

and hyrogen. bQmbs as .a deterr~nt against other Powers. 

Th;i.s is c01:if.irmed .by the .whole history of negotiation~:on prohibiting nuclear 

weapons. As . far bacl:. as .in 19!~6, the Soviet . Union, i n .the interests of 

delivering mankind from· the thr eat of a destructive atomic w~r, propos~d to 

con,clude an agr~ement prohibiting the use of nuclear weaponq . 

i'lha,t was the attitude of the United .Btates towo.rd thi1:1 propos8:17 ·' It 

rejected even the very idea of prohibiting nuclear weapqns. The United States 

ma9-e .it appear that -the Soviet Union was allegedly proposing .to prohibit nuclear 

We!3-pons only because it did not possess such weapons . In e~fect, the ruling 

quarters of the .United States did not want to lose their monopoly of the atomic 

bomb ar:i,d tried to use it as an instrument of political .intimidation against 

other Powe;rs; precisely at that t ime there emerged the so•called "atol)lic 

diplomacy". 

Moreover, even at that time the United States tried to legalize for the 

future their full monopply not only with r egard to atomic weapons but also with 

r egard to atomic energy. 

out in, the United States, 

A special plan known as the "Baruch plan" was worked 

It is quite appropriate to recall here, in particular 

to Mr. Noble, certain pr ovisi onp of this plan because they have direct bearing 

on the question under discussion. 
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The United ~tates re~reaentative in his repor~ at tre first meeting of the 

Atomi c Energy Commissiop on 14 June 1946~ said : 

"The United States proposes the creation of an Internati.~nal Atomic 

Developmeqt Authority, to Which should be ~ntrusted all phases of the. 

development and use of atom:!.<;: energy, starting with the raw material". 

This " international"trust which woul d be in fact an Ameri can ent er prise, because 

the United States wou)d be _its main shareholder and partner, was to be gr anted 

very extensive rights . I t was proposed to place in its co:2rpetence, in particular, 

the f ol;Lowing: 

"L Managerial control or o,mership of p.11 atomic energy activities 

votent:i.ally dangerous to wo:r.ld security~ 

2 . Power to control, insp<=~t, and l i cence all other atomic activities. ••• 

~-. To be effective, the e.uthority must itself,pe t he worid's l eader in 

the fi~ld of atomic k.>1owledge and development, , • " · 

'l'he American plan di d not prcvide for th~ pr ohibition of atomic weapons 

either i n the immediate or ~ore r emote future . Statements to justify this plan 

pointed out tho.t it would be pos3ible to eliminate atomic 1:eapons from the 

.armaments only . when "a.n ad.equate system for control" , ad.vantageous and suitable 

to the United States 0.nd unccceptuble to other sovereign States 11has been. 

asreed upon and_pnt into effective oper ation" -- t:iat is, in _~act, never. 

As you can see, this plan was in no way aimed at deliverins mankind from the 

threat of a new . war l·:i th the use of destructive nuclear weapons . And this is 

quite understaqdable since the plan was sponscred by the United Sta;tes where the 

doctrine. of force bees.me the prevailing doctrine of official policy. You can 

imagine what grave con~equences to t he cause of peace the implementation of this 

plan would br ing about . Naturally, this plan could not be adopted. 

As to the Soviet Union, at that period as well as l ater when the United 

States no longer had the monopoly in t he field of nuclear weapons, it ins;i.sted 

on concluding an agreement on the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons . The 

Soviet Union olso adheres to th~s position at present since the peaceful objectiver 

of its foreign policy are ne;i.ther of a t emporary nature nor ar e they based on the 

considerations of the moment . The Soviet delegation shares the view expr essed 

here by the representatives of Indonesia and some other States to the effect that 

complete and unconditional prohibitipn of atomic weapons would correspond in the 

best way to the interests of peoples. The Soviet Union has the intention i n the 
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future ·as Yell 't o ae~k persist entl y th~ cess;tion of the armaments race , the 
. ' 

prohibition and el imi nation of thermonuc;Lear weapons and !the del iver artce of 
' ~· . ;~· . : ., . . 

mankind f r om the threat of an· atomi c war . 

Has· anytl1ing changed during the past twelve years in the attitude of the 

United Stat~s toward the prohibiti'on of nuclear w~aports? :No , in 'substance nothi ng 

has changed. During f1.irther negotiations the Uni ted Statf;s adopted, as in 1946, 

the same one- sided _attitude, unacceptab~e to other States , The only 11nev/' . elem'~nt" 
.. 

was that additional false arguments were being invented to ·keep :these weapons in 
the arsenal of the American str ategists of the "policy of for ce". 

, · ·; 

One of these ar1;-.lllertt8 was that the Soviet Union alleged.ly maintained a . ' 

numeri~a.lJ.y bigger a:rmy and .that the United States needed the atomic bomb to keep 
' . 

"th~ balance of :torce"o Tpis the.cry was advanced here by the r epresentatives of 

Britain and 1'.,rance as well.. The false nature of t his invented ·motive· ·y7as exposed 

in t he co_~rse of the negotiations . Everybody kr.ows the relevant facts . The 
. . 

Western Power s proposed thet the armed forces o'!: the great Powers be reduced to 
' , ,. .. ; 

agreed levels, having pr omised to accept in such a case the ban· on atomic weapons. 
• • • i 

They proposed in 1952 and t hen in 1955 t:ie following levels:. For the Soviet Union, 

the Uni tecl States and the Peogle ' s Republic of China -- 1 - 1. 5 nillicn men f or each 

of these countries and 650,000 men each forBrit~in and France . It was pointed 

out that the ~greement .on the prohibition of ; atomic weapons would enter into 
' ' . 

force after ar~ed fo~ccs and conventional armaments had been reduced by 

t hr~e quarters of the agreed plan to cut down the armed forces of five Powers . 

H~wever, subsequent acts of the· 1l~atern Power s have shown that their' proposals 
.. • , ,' r : • , • • . 

were not serious and that :they counted on the fact that the Soviet Union·would 

not acc~pt these propcsalo . 'l'hey were playing .with disarmament · to sidetrack ·public 

opinion. 
As· soon as the Soviet Union agreed to the levels .proposed by the Western 

Powers themselves , the Unit ed States, Britain and France went' back both on the·, 

agreement to r educe the a1"I!led for ces · and on the agreement to ban nuclear ·weapons . 

Does this. approach to disarmament contribute to strengthening· confidence between 

the neg.otiatipg par ties and, in particular, between the USSR and the United. States'l 

~ertainly not . Those who ar e trying here to shift the blame for lack of adequat e 

conf idence between States t o the . Soviet Union, would be well advised to think 

of .the true reas~ns for such a situation. 
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How do matters stand todayt The political leaders of the United States, 

the United Kingdom and France do not even want to bear anything about prohibiting 

nuclear weapons. 

The United States openly asserts that it will not accept such a prohibition 

and has the intention to use thermonuclear weapons at its om discreti0.t1. On 

30 September, Mr, Lodge frankly declared in the United Nations Disarmament 

Commi'ssion: "We will accept no ban on the use of these weapons", 

The same negative atti~ude was adopted by the represe~t~tive of the 

Uni t 'ed Kingdom in his statement on 14 October. He said: 
11 

••• we have always regaro.ed this" •• that is. a complece ben on nuclear . . , 

weapons --"as a quite unacceptable and unrc:!..1.2.iatic method of seeking 

disarmament ••• All this applies equally, of course, to the proposal for 

a five-year ban. It means nothing at all". (A/C.l/Pv,869, pp~22-23) 

The representative of France, Mr. Moch, in his statement on 22 October fully 

shared the view expressed by the representatives of the United States and tbe 

United Kingdom 

All these statements testify to the fact that the United States, United 

Kingdom and France are going back on the resolution unanimously adopted by the 

ninth session of the General Assembly, which calls upcn the United Nations 

Member States to seek an agreement on the complete prohibition of atomic and 

hydrogen weapons. 

The joint draft resolution of the United States and o~her Western Powers 

submitted to the present session qf the General Assembly does not even mention 

the need for banning nuclear weapons either at present or in the future. · 

Moreover, .the United States and its close NATO associates want to legalize, 

with the assistance of the United Nations, the right to use nuclear weapons. 

The so-called joint document presented on 29 August to the Sub-Committee by the 

United States, United Kingdom, France and Canada points out that nuclear weap0ns 

can be used in case of any military conflict when a country chooses to declare 

itself in a state of individual or collective defence. 

Does this not remind us of the times when aggressors considered it as 

their right to use weapons at their own discretion and attacked other countries 

under the pretext of self-defence? Now attempts are being made to extend this 

formula to nuclear weapons as vell~ vhich threatens to plunge the world into a 

destructive nuclear war. 
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. The Governm.('nts of . the: United States; th~ . lbli te~-' Ki~gdom a~d France do not 

want . to reckon with the· principal requirements , ·of' the United Nations Ci~s;ter ~ 
They refuse to accept the formula put forvard by the Soviet ~nion in ccnrormity 

with the United Nations Charter to the effect that the use of nucle~,r . ,.reaJo.a~ 
' . ' • t, • . • I . . . 

can ~ permi.t:ted for defence purposes only by the decision of ~1!e Security Council. 

The _United, States, the United Kingdom and France do no~ want to accep~ even 
'· . . 

the minimum. proposal,. of the Soviet Government to conclude, es an ~nitial step, 

an agreement to ban: the .. use of nuclear weapons for a period of five years a.nd 

to reconsider this question thereafter in the Uni-1:ed Iva-tions. 

TM.a suggested provisional agree::1ent woull c.t8ate f9.vourable conditions for 

the achf~vement of .broader understanding on the questions of _disa~~ament, 

incl~~ing the final prohibition of nuclear weap~ns and their elimination from 

the arm~ents of States·. Tpe acceptance of such a commitmen~_ ~o~d. undoubtedly 

have a tremendous positive impact on the improvement of the in~ernationa~ 

situation and the. removal of the threat of an atomic war. 

To mislead the peopl es who demand that atomic weapons be probibi~ed .the 

Wester~ Powers, , .in the. C~mmittee as well as ou~side· it, adve;t ise in diffe.i;-ent 

ways th.eir proposal on the so-called cessation or' the produ~tion of fission,3.ble 

materials, But one would have· to be :a ·simpleton or deliberately deceive 

oneself t o think that this proposal is ·some kind of new apprcach to the problem 

of nucl~ar weapons. In fact this is a new obstacle invented with a view to 

camoufl aging the real intentions; which are to· :'rm.:trate s.ny agreement on ~he 

prohibition of nuclear weapons and to continue the a.rn:a.ments race. 

If the We~tern Powers wished to stop the manufacture of nucl=9ar. weapons and 

to lessen the threat of a new destructive ·war, they should not escape tpe question 

of an i1!1111edtate ;,an on atomic and hydrogen 1,eRpvns and the e.limination o:f their 

stockpiles f rom the armaments of States. 

Th~ danger of an atomic war is in no way reduced when . big stockpiles of 

atomic and hydroge~ bqmbs remain in the depots and t here is no ban on their use • . 

In fact, this was confirmed by the United States Secretary of Sta~e, 

Mr. Dulles. -Speaking on television on 22 July, he said that at _present there 

are alrea.dy so many larger .nuclear· weapons that their use in a large-scale . 

war could constitute a threat to· life in any pa.rt of the globe. The Western. 

proposal to stop th~ manui'a~ture· of £issiohabie materials in no way means the 
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reduction of the stockpiles of atomic weapons; it does not affe~t tLe right to 

pro!iuce _. more nuclear weapons from already available materials. Thie proposal 

leads not to the reduction but to a further increase in the stockpiles of 
thermonuclear weapons. 

The cessation of the production of fissionable materials for mlli tary · ·· 

purposes, according to the calculations of American specialists, should .give an 

advantage, to the United States and place other Powers in an unequal position. 

In this manner the United States expects to have mo:ce bombs by making use of 

already stockpiled fissionable .materials. At tl:e same time the United States 

seeks to establish -in its interests e broad ccncrol over the extraction of raw 

materials and t he- _production of bas.:.c nuclear mate.C'ials, as well as over the 

nuclear weapons plants in other -countries. 

One cannot fail to admit that this proposal has the tra~ts of the old 

well-known plan put forward by the United States in 191:.6. The:cefore, it is not 

fortuitous that Mr . Lodge drew a comparison between the system of international 

control over the stopping of the production of fissionable materials proposed by 

him and the above-mentioned plan. 

The plan to solve the problem of-nuclear weapons proposed by the United States 

cannot fail to put everyone on the alert. Its aim is to legalize the preparation 

for a nuclear war and to encourage the forces which come out for the unleashing 

of such a war. The Soviet Union cannot be a partner to such a plan. 

The complete and unconditional prohibition of nuclear weapons, the cessation 

of their production and their elimination from the arLiainents of States -- these 

measures correspond to the interests of peace. A provisional commitment by 

States not to use atomic and nuclear weapons at least for a period of five years 

could be an important step alo:::ig this road. 'I'he general advantages of such an 

approach to disarmament are obvious. It does not infringe the interests of the 

security of any country; it i s based on the principles of equality. 

The suspension of the testing of nuclear weapons could be an important step 

towards the complete prohibition of such weapons. 

The statements by the representatives of the Western Powers and their 

draft resolutions testify to the fact that the United States, the United Kingdom 

and France are opposed to calling a halt to these text explosions e.nd even t o 

their temporary suspension. 
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Thus, the representative 0£ the United Kingdom, Mr. N<''ble, asserted oo : 

14 October that he could not she.~ the view that "the suepension of test s cr,,JJ.d 

facilitate negotiations on disarmament." , He said, referring to the suspenslon 

of tests: 

" ••• to my mind, ••• this measure ••• could well have an adverse ef~ect on vorld 

security". (A/C.l/PV.869, pp.17,18-20) 

Where can we find here logic and common sense? According t o Mr. Noule, 

it turns out that the continuation of the testing of nuclear weapons is a boon, 

and the suspension of these tests would be an ev-U. Such an attitude is in 

flagrant cont~adict_ion of the insistent demanc.s c f hundreds of millions of' 

people -- J,cientists, workers , peas&nts, employees 

lethal weaponR of' mass destr uction should be stopped. 

that the tests of these 
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:There is no spedific need to prove that the suspension of the tests of 

nuclear weapons would prevent further increase in atomic radiation, dang_erous 

to hUJ::Jan health. It would hawper to a certain extr;nt further perfection of: . 
. . 

nucl.ear weapons, would prevent the creation of new more destruct! ve tY1Jes of 

weapons and would hinder to a certain degree the continuation of atomic 
. . 

armB:ments race. The Governments of the Western Powers, including the United 

KinGdom, are well aware of this fact. 

Firrally, the· discontinuance of the tests of atomic weapons or, at least, 

their temporary suspension would be the first important step towards complete 

prohibition 6:f the weapons of mass destruction. 
' . 

suc_h 

The United States, the United" Kingdom and France do not want to discontinue 

the tests of nuclear weapons; that is why, 'trying to mislead public op_inion, they 

link .up .. this simple question ·with other more complicated and difficult questions 
. ' 

the solution of which is opposed by the Western Powers themselves. They made the 

achievement of ag;:eernent on the suspension of the ·t ests conditio??al, upon the 

solution of ·such questions as the discontinuance of the production of fis~iona.ble 

materials without prohibiting nuclear weapons and eliminating the stockpiles of 

nuclear bombs from armaroents of States and the reduction of armed forces. They 

made it also condit ional upon the settlement of political proble~s which in their 

view is •a necessary step 'for the reduction of armed forces and conventional 

armaments. As you see, the Western Powers have piied the question of the 

suspension of the tests of nuclear weapons, which is qui-te clear and could ea~ily 

be solved, on a heap of unsolved questions and are now seeking to bury it 

completely. 

One cannot ignore one more really astounding areuruent put forward by ~he 

United States to justify the refusal to suspend the testing of nuclear weapons .• _ 

Of l at e it has become fashionable to talk about "a clean bomb 11 the creation ~f 

which, it is asserted, requires further tests. Mr. Dulles t ried to make it 

appear. tha.t the continuation of the tests is ahurnane step allegedly ~ictated 
·' 

by care for humanity's future. 

A question arises: can anything be more cynical and hypocritical than such 

e.n approe.ch ·to the :question which affects the lives of millions of !)eople? Will 
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it be easie:r for people to die and suffer the horrors of a nuc.lear :var. if the 

bomb is called clean? The peoples of Europe re.member very well tte' at:r.,1ci"..iies 

committed by the Hitlerites when they barbarously -- and according to chei1• 

terminology humanely -- annihilated hundreds of thousands of people . Was there 

any great difference that in some cases Hi tleri te henchmen exterminated h•.uuan 

beings in death chambers and then cremated them and in other cases they simpl y 

shot or hanged them, Up to now the very recollections of these "bumane 11 

nightmares make everybody's flesh creep. Hitlerite violence and mockery at 

generally recognized laws and humaneness have been co~demned by manl{ind. 

Any e~erroination of peaceful populaces is arrti-huwane. It does not become 

humane because of the fact th&t the nuclear weapons are called "clean". Only 

the most aggressive represente.ti ves of the so-called "free world" are· capable 

of working out such '1humane" plans. The centre of gravity of the problem under 

discussion does not lie in arguments about the advantages and disadvantages of 

some or other types of atomic weapons, but in relieving humanity, once a~d for 

all, from the threat of these horrible weapons and from the harm caused by 

their tests. 

The Soviet Union proposes that a decision shoUld be immediately adopted on 

the discontinuance of t he tests of nuclear weapons. The Soviet Government, being 

aware of the importance of this question, suggested that the latter be sinf.;led 

out of the general plan for disarmament and be solved without linking it up 

with agreement on other questions of disarme.rnent . Takine;· into account that the 

Western Powers oppose complete discontinuance o±' the tests of .atomic and 

hydrogen weapons, the Soviet Government submitted to the General Assembl y a 

proposal that the tests of atomic and hydrogen weapons be suspended, at leant 

temporarily, for a period of two or three years, starting l January 1958, along 

with the establishment of an appropriate international control. 

The i mmediate suspension of the tests of atomic weapons is a vitei demand 

advance.d by the peoples. Owing to the influence of the peoples this demaud i s 

backed up by the govei·nments and parliaments in many countries. Specifically 

the Government and Parliament of Japan have repeatedly declared their support 

for t his demand. However, one cannot but be surprised by the fact that in the 

resolution (A/c.1/1.174) submitted by the Japanese delegation to the present 
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session~ the question of suspending' 'tbe tests is made condit'ional on an 
agreement 6n a number"of other disatmament . questions~ as is 'tb1tcaze with the 

proposals set forth by the United State~, United Kingdom and Fre.nce. Consequently, 

the Japanese draft resolution does not tend to solve the question of suspen~ing 

the tests. Moreover, the period ·for the duration of which the te~ts f!.re_ to be 
. . . 

stopped, is very limited .in the Japanese proposal. Thus, the res~;ut~on 

submitted by the Japanese delegation stands in obvious contradiction with a 

number of statements made earlier by the Parliament and Government of Japan, 

in which an immediate and unconditional suspension of the tests of nuclear 

weapons was called for. 

Let me express t'i.le confidence that the de).cge.tion of Japan will speak out 

in favour of an immediate discontinuance of the tests of nuclear weapons without 

, any strings attached. In our view, this approach would correspond to the 
. . 

demands of the Japanese people who, undoubtedly, are interested in the suspension 

of the tests of nuclear weapons no less than other peoples. 

The Soviet delegation believes that the Colillllittee and tha.General Assembly 

cannot escape the solution of the important and urgent question of discontinuing 

the tests of atomic and hydrogen weapons. 

We do not lose hope that the delegations which take pa.rt in the work of 

the Committee and, in the first place, the representatives of the United States and 

the United Kingdom being aware of the great responsibility before the peoples of 

their countries, will give due attention to this question and will display good 

will' and the desire to co-operate, which are so necessary for the achievement of 

its positive solution. 

In the course of debate on the disarmament problem, the representative 

of the United Kingdom has grossly distorted the position of the Soviet Union on 

the reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments. Contrary to the 

facts, the United Kingdom representative alleged that the Soviet Union had not 

carried out any reduction of its armed forces in the post-war period. 

It is common knowledge, however, that immediately after the termination of 

the Second World War, the Soviet Union demobilized recruits of all ages except 
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for those who had. be9n dra.!'ted under t.he c.mri·en.t.. <.·t~11s .. ~.ription . Reports about 

this arr~~·:ed in the Press and in connexic,n with _ this the1·e was a relevant 

exchAnJe of notes ·betveen the Gove~nment of the USSR and the Government of the 

United Kingdom. 

Does .Mr. Noble know that in 1955 -56 the Soviet Union again reduced its 

armed forces by 1 1840,000 men? Surel y he does. But why then did Mr. Noble 

have to distort the well-known facts? 
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" ,·:, The falsification of the facts , to which representatives of certain ·countries 

of ".t·he North Atlantic bloc resort here is, indispensable to them because they do 

not · W'ant to. reduce their .armed forces, conventional armaments and military 

· ·budgets. , At .:the . same time, ,proceeding . fr.cm the strategy of : the na>torious pc,-1icy 

of "posi t1ons of strel)gth" ,· they are .not reluctant in , this question . again•. to try 

to gain· certain .military acl.vantages for the~selves, · to try to plE;ice the Soviet 

Union in an unequal position and to ;Lmpair its security •. : 

.. In tcis. co:mexion, I .should •like .to drau the attention. of the Commi:ttee to 

th.e so-called 11p.rcposa.ls >.f..or partiai met;lsure$ of , disarmame:gf' . submitted to the 

Sub.-Committee · on •29 August, 0.11 b_ehelf of tbe United States., :the __ United Kingdom, 

France and, ~ant;1da , In this doc,ll:Del)t the. foui·. P·Jwe1·s _pr:oposed .. th~ •folloving 

level$ of ~eduption at the. first S~£e: for the armed forces. of ~he. Unjted . 

Kingdom s:nd F~an.ce, ttown :to 7501 000 men respectively; .fo:t' .tpe ~ov_i~t ~nion. and 

the ,Vni ted States, down to, 2. 5 million· .men .•. ,; It is also poi~ted· out tha~ :the 

States. wil.l enter .into nee;o~iations ~:m• t~e .;further reduction .of.: tpeir :S:llmed., 

forc~i;, down -to :t;he l evels •Of· 2 .l and 1 . 7 millio~ men for t he Soviet U~ion and 

the United States respectively an.d _down to 700,000. an4 650,000 men fqr the · . .. , 

United l\ingdoru an4.: .. f I)ance, at the . .. sec~nd •and third stages, but only if a number 

of conditions are -'tulfilled, among t~em .. .;if "ther.~ .,has been progr-ess toward ~be 

solution of political issues11
• 

It . is r:ot . diffi-cult to .see t .hat the reduction provided. for by the second 

and third :,,5tages·. is : comple;tely unreal. sinc-e the Western Powers are heaping 

insurmountable. obstacles in the way of carryinJ it cut. ,., .. · 

•. ~The h~ad of··. the Soviet delegation to t.he :Assembly has· alre.ady made clear 

the attitude of the Soviet Union towards ;&uch politicnl issues raised by the 

Western Powers as the German question and the problems of the Near and Middle 

East . The .. way in which Syria I s complsin:t,! abou.t ··toe t hreat to its. security and 

to international peace 0 is being ;examined at present testifies to . the f ~ct :t~at 

the United States and its partners are carryi~g_out an irnperialist·policy which 

is profoundly hostile .to . the peoples of this . area and that they ere unwilling 

t o alter this policy,. 
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Things. do not stand be~ter with regard to other political problems whose 

settlement is put forth by the Western Powers as an -obligatory precondition for 

disarmament.. Let us take, for example, the Far Easc;.., ... •n l' ... •oble:ai ment;ioned , by 

Yir. Moch • . The Uoited States and its partners are t:: ... 6egea in a · clearly aggressive 

policy in the Far East and maintain an atmosphere of tea~ion there. Taey prevent 

the peoples of the Far East, who nave embarked on tne road of independent 

development, from exercising their sove:reign rights. · 

Eight years' have elapsed since the United States troops occupied the Chinese 

island of Taiwan, turned it into a base for e:cglneering :armed provocatiC'ns against 

the Chinese People I s Republic. The TJni ted S".;i:•t ~s he:: s· ;oade itself at home in 

South Korea and Sou~b Viet-N·?m ~ Backed by th€ U:::itec Sta Ses, the ·South Korean 

authorities-violate the armist ice agreement and are _przparing for a new war 

against the Korean People 's Democratic Republic. They refuse . to fulfil the 

provisions of the armistice concerning the holding of general elections and the 

unification of the coujtry. South Viet-Nam has been transformed by the United 

States into a bE\se for aggressive action against the Democratic Re,:pu·blic of 

Viet-Nam and other peaceful States located in that area. 

In addition, the representative of the United Kingdom also named other 

political issues, linking them to the disarmament problem. He said that the 

Western Powers had started to arm and that now they do not want to stop the. ' 

armaments race because they do not seem to like what has occurred in some 

countries . And in these countries, as is well kno',m, the · following things 

occurred: the peoples took power into their own hands , they decided to build 

life on new democratic principles and they pro'red that they are ready to pay any 

price in order to defend their freedom and inde~eadence from all outside 

encroachments. 

Mr. Noble alleged further that the Western Powers pursue the policy of 

acting from positions -of st rength and carry on· the armaments race because of 

"the ideological struggle that dominates the world".- One can infer from this 

that certain leaders of Western Powers are ready to call a ·halt to the· armaments 

race and to conclude an agreement on disarmament only if one i deology remains in 

the world, that is the ideology shared by the r uling circles of these Powers. 
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Those people who pose the question in this manner prove once again that 

they are very far from understanding the real conditions in which we live. 

There is no statesmanlike wisdom in refusing to recognize with persistence which 

is worthy of better application those obvious political, economic and cultural 

changes that have taken place on the globe for the past forty years. 

A realistic approach to the whole thing would i!ll1)ly not trying to go against 

the facts, not imposing one's ways on others, not striving to gain advantage at 

the expense of others. In this case it could be possible to solve the problem 

of disarmament as well. Agreement on this question c~n be easily achieved if 

it is based on full equality of the parties, if on~ proceeds from mutual 

recognition of the coexistence of States irrespective of the differences in 
their social systems~ Any other ap?roach to any international problem, 

including disarmament, is doomed to 8J obvious failure. 

The linking up of the disarmament problem with political q~estions can 

pursue only one aim: to evade the solution of the dicarcament problem in 

general and, i~ particular, to dodge the re~uction of armed forces even within 

those liJlits that have been set in the Western proposals for the seco~d and 

third stages. 

As fer the proposal to reduce the armed f orces at the first stage to 

2.5 million men for the United States and to 750,000 men for France and the 

United Ki ngdom is, as has already been stated, not serious. This may be seen, 

for example, from the fact that no act~al reduction in the strength of the armed 

forces has taken place either in the United States or in the United Kingdom. 

Moreover, as far as the United Kingdom is concerned, it is proposed to legalize 

the increase in the strength of the armed forces under the guise of reduct ion. 

Thus, we witness here an attempt to outwit the partner in negoti~tions and to 

force upon him disadvantageous conditions i n the field of conventional armaments. 

The Western Powers do not want to recog~ize the fact that in determining 

the strength of the armed forces one should take into account the peculiarities 

of the political and geographical position of every Power, if no harm is t o be 

inflicted on the security of any one of t hem. It is for such an agreement, based 

on mutual account of the interests, that the Soviet Government is striving. 
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I should like to call your attention once again to the attitude of the Soviet 

Union towards the reduction of armed forces, explained in the memorandum of 

20 September and circulated as an official document of the Assembly. 

The Soviet Government is Willing to reduce its armed forces in three stages 

to the aforementioned levels provided the Western Powers withdraw the reservations 

and political conditions advanced by them for the transition from one stage of 

the reduction of armed forces to another. It stands to reason· .that, at the 

same time, ·it is necessary to reach an understanding on certain measures in the 

field of nuclear weapons, and, first of all, on the repudiation or renunciation 

of their use by States. The reduction of the armed forces of the Soviet Union 

to the same level as that of the armed forces of the United States constitutes 

a certain risk. The Soviet Union., however, is ready to accept this if other 

Powers, parties · to :the negotiations, also display confidence and readiness to 

come to an agreement. 
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Now it is up to the United States, Britain and France. It is necessary that 

they, for their part, in the same way as the USSR, shonld proceed in the 

negotiations from the recognition of t he need to ensure an equal degree of 

security fpr all States participating in the negotiations, and show willingness to 

co-operate~ In that event no serious difficulties will be encountered on our way 

to reducing armed forces substantially. 

The dismantling of foreign military bases on foreign territori es and the 

withdrawal of all foreign troops from the territories of other countries would be 

of great significance for the strengthening of peace and security and for creating 

an atmosphere of confidence between States , 

The United States has built up a ramified network of military bases outside 

its own boundaries. From 1951 to 1957 alone the num'.:>er of military air bases of 

NATO has increased in Europe more than tenfold. Measures are being carried out 

feverishly .in the NATO countries to equip all kinds of troops with atomic weapons 

and rockets. 

And al l this i s accompanied by allegations about the defence of the Went and 

about the desire to ensure security. One needs to be a cm~pletely confused 

politician or to calculate on completely naive people in order to make assurances 

that military bases on foreign ·territories are created for the preservation of 

peace, 

No one can be convinced by the assertion of the United States representative 

that the United States military bases in Europe, located at a distance of several 

t housand mile.a from American territory, are indispensable for the security of the 

United States . These bases are born of the policy from the positions of strength, 

and they ~re necessary for t he continuation of this policy towards peace-loving 

countries. 

At the same time it would be naive to think t hat the creation of American 

military bases on the territory of Europe as wel l as on other continents is 

beneficial to the countries concerned. The statesmen of t hose countries are 

carelessly playing with the desti ny of their countries and peoples i f they think 

that by making their territories available to be used as foreign military bases and 

to be turned into barracks for foreign troops they guarantee themselves from a 

military catastrophe. 
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The existence of foreign_ military oases, d~s.i gned :t'qri-a.tomic wa.rt.:e.r~:, : 

threatens these co~tries with involvement,, contrary to thei r will,. and desires, in 

a. destructive atomic war which is being p1,epared by .the aggress:!,ve circles of the . 

United States and t~eir NATO pex,tners . 

-The Soviet Gover~ment is of ~he opinion that the liquidation of foreign 

military bases on the territories of other St ates -would,be of paramount significance 

for the strengthening_of peace and would m~et the ~nterests of ~11 countries and . 

nations end,. in t _he first place, those of the peoples of Eu,:rop.e . .The s_ame purpose. 

would be ~.erved by an agre,~m_ent on the wi t h~e:wal of the troops of tl;le four_ Powers 

stati oned on t he territory of Germany, as we:f:-1 as the rednction of the armed forces 

of those Po~ers stationed on the tel".ritory of NATO e,nd W€!,rsaw Treaty countries. 

But, as is known, the Western Powers hav_e :r;efused t-o support these propose.ls 

of the Soviet Union.. They maintain, silence with regard to these questions in . 

their proposals . ,of 29 _August _, and in the draft resolution. submitted to this 

Assembly as well. 

It i s now UJ.? to the .United States _and other Western Powers to make their 

positive contribution iµ. this direction. 

Throughout the course or disarmament negotiations ·theJ .fostern Powers have been 

endlessly and in all possible ways manipulating -t he g_uestion of control.. In so 

doing they completely distort the position of the Soviet Union and make attenipts 

to use tp.e problem of control for frustrating agreement on concrete disarmame_nt 

measures • . . As soon as the Soviet. point of view and t he Sovi~t proposals on control 

are ment~oned the representatives of the United States, Britain and Fran~e -turn a 

deaf ear. Thi s was the case befor e and this is the case now at the present. 

session of the General Assembly. ; 

The Soviet Union has never opposed and i s not opposing control. The Soviet 

Government has repeatedly proposed concrete and pract ical measures of control over 

the reduction of annamcnts and armed forces, over the prohibition of atomic and 

hydr ogen weapons and over the s_uspension. of the tests of ,th;;::--e n ,,;.:::,:-ns . In this 

connexion reference may be made to _our proposals of 10 May .: ;:i•i _: _1 :: • :.1a.r~h 1956 and 

18 March 1957, a_s well as to the proposals which ar~ now_ pe:::.1.g c:o.:::;i i ered by. the 

General Assembl y . 
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;_' .:: ~e. :Soviet Uni.on : s.:tands ·-not · ro-r a paper · contro1 ·.,ov:et< sctimething . unknown, but 

for ~nuine:: control: over- the· ir.nplet11en-catioti ·of . genuilie•(conc'rete·•,:measu'res on ;, ·. 

disarmament~-, 1 , • • ; .: 
· · , .•: ..:: . •.' . 

Is it possible now on the basis of the Soviet proposals': tiO coine::t6· an ,: · < · i ':. · 

agreement .on the'·.esta.blishm:ent o:f.' an e.ppropriate control if· Ulis· is to be ·'Coh'sld.ered 
' 

in cG>mbina,tiofr w.1.th concrete -measures on disarmament? 

In all .. its::•ptopose.ls ' the · Soviet . Union emphasizes that 

exists -' mw>iri relb.tions between·· States it is possible 

The·· e.nswe<r ··rs, ''Yes; i:t i:s'r. : '.· 
even in·:the·: a·tmosphere =wbJ.'ch ' .:1: 

to s·ta.'ft: ,~arryinrr ·out : :_<·,'.< :: .. • 
: •• i •• • C 

practtce.l . stepri' -in·· tlie . field of disarr.1ainEmt with o.ppropriate·; ·co'i'l~rol~: . : ,::: · r::· , ·: 

. 'llhe)Sov:tet ·Gover11me·nt pr.6poses that already during ,the ;ifuplefuentation 'of 'the'·,.·.,·:,: 

first partial·,m~asure~ on diSe.rmament control posts in large ports·; at railway : ...-: 

junctions and on motor h:l.ghwa.ys should be set up on the basis of reciprocity on the-'·:-; 

ter-ritoties,·of States; ' these --posts ·will see ·to' 'it that ' l:io dangerous·.:•concentrations 

of armed forces an'd -armaments ·take- ple.eEf~ .:,since 'it is pa.rtiai measures · of : .. , .. '; ' "·· 

disarmament. tha-t ·a..rE:¥:r'dealt<vi·th ·'the· :quas"tiori of con·t;rol posts must be solved· ;- .· ,· ; .. ,.'•·:.,. f 

accordingly. At ~he first stage control posts must be set up _in the west~rn· ··, •'\'•:· . . 
frontier .,regiorrs ' 'of'· :the · USSR, •on ::t ·he -territory of France, . Bti ta.in . and other ... NAT(? . . ~ ·. . ·. '· 

end-Warsa~ ·Treaty · countries e.nd also in· ·tne :eastern' p·a.rt· of the Unit~d State~. -.. :. ,:.: ,··>:· 
• • ~ - + • • : \ • 

Functtoris ·• of co11trol could be e:i.erci.ised;· through agreemefrt betw~en the par,t .~es·; by 
a control bo'dy :established for.,:this :pUli?ose ·'within the :r-ra:niewotk of the Security 

Council. . .. . : .· .. 

The Soviet .- Govetnmcnt also 'agreed to aer-ial pho.tography· ~n. :~ertain areas ·· :.• 

indicated irt· tJ:te· tfoviet · proposals· cf 30 April 1957,. ·r,ro: sooner. h~d this happened ,;;_, · . . 

than the Wester·n · Powers lost interest -in these• 1/ro:t>osa,Is on aerial photography, e,/eif (i 

though they: bad been compiled with due :accourit:·for the ' United -States ·position . ... · · · ';·, .. , 

The Soviet Union · -c·onsiders· t hat partte.1 :measur~s 'iri · the field of disarmament/ -~ : 

with an appropriate control, must and can be implemented without delay. Tliey can . .1 

play an i mportant role in increasing confidence between States, which is so 

necessary for the solution of the disannament problem as a. whole and for 

consolidatine universal peace. 

Almost all those who spoke in the debates pointed out that a.t the present time 

there is lac):l:ing the necessary confidence between States and, primarily, between the 

great Powers. It is completely unrealistic to expect that distrust between States 

·would disappear at once or in a short period of time and be repl aced by trust and 

confidence. 
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It will take time and concrete measures to increase confidence. And in this 

one cannot start by carrying out such measures as are possible only when a large 

degree of confidence already exists, because this may merely complicate the 
achievement of an agreement. 

Things will look different when practical measures have been carried into 

effect aimed at promoting confidence -- in particular, when a p~rtial disarmament 

programme has been brought into being, and when barriers which stan~ in the way of 

developing co-operation between States and peoples have been removed·. Under these 

conditions one can expect a. decisive improvemen-; of !elations between States and 

peoples to supervene, and this, in its turn, will result in favo:urable conditions 

for the implemante.t ion of the broad disa.rme.ment programme wi tp .a broad and 

effective control. 

If the Western Powers have ser:.ous intentions of_ negotiating concret e measures 

on disarmament e.nd cont:ro.l over disarmament the Soviet proposals submitted to the . 

present s~ssion provide the necessary be.sis -for the achievem~t of an appropriate 

agreement. 

I consider it necessary to dwell on the proposal of the Soviet Goverµrne nt 

concerning th~ setting up of a , permanent Disarmament Commission which was submitted .. 

on 27 October. The Soviet Union attaches gr~at significance to this proposal and . 

believes that the General Assembly will consider it with all .due attention, 

The United Nations, which is called upon to bring about international 

co-operation i n the interests of peace. and security of all peoples, must undertake 

new and more effective efforts to solve the disarmament proble~. This demand is 

especially imperative at the present time when the race in. the production of weapons 

of mass _de~truction -- atomic and hydrogen -- is being intensified, and when there 

have been created intercontinent~l rockets which make every part of ~he_ globe 

vulnerable. 
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· ·Meanwhile; ·as has been justly :poifited otit by many delegations, the ·organs 

of the United Nations .. :- the Di·satmament' Commission and its -Sub-Committee• -- haV'e 

not yet achieved any concrete results in the field of disarmament., , Despite 

,,many -years of negotiations;- the disarmament -problem . has :not ··progtessed· one· jot; 

not a single 'agreement has been concluded which would · lead ·to a.. reduction of • ' 

arLJed · for.ces and conv.entional al\llla.me·nts, which would contribute to the removal· • 

of <the, threat of .. a . the;rmonuclear war. In fact, the negotiations have· come to · 

a stalemate . and: the Commission and i ta Sub-Committee have turned into a screen .. . : 

fo~ the improper activities of, the opponents of .disarmament. To be satisfied.: 

with ·.the . results. of the acti vi 'ties of .these bodies · would represent .a ve~y ·.f 

dangerous- comp1ac.enc~·. ; . .. 

One of the. reas~s for the lamentable results mentioned by · many .delegations ·. · 

lies: in .the :'f'aet that ,, the discussion o"f the disarmament problem was confined•.-to '; 

a limited ,group ' of. State$ repi-0-es·ented in the above bodies. If·.one takes into' , ·1 • 

consid~:ation that the f unct ion-s· of the Commission ·were in f-act -.reduced/'to the 

submissiotr o'f the Sub-Cummi ttee I s l'·eports · to the·''Genefal -Assembly, , thert this 

group is limited to only five Powers: the Soviet Umicm ·on the 6ne, hana::-aAa the : 

four Powers, memb·ers--o:f !NATO, on tlie·-other. ·Ail' ot:hei, 'Members of· the United 

nations ·..;._ .,that is, seventy- seven States -~ -ha.ve ::aetua;l-ly been· left out of the 

negotiations. :• :: .: · ., · · 

'rhough the achievement of a disarlliam~nt a:greemerit largely d.epends on•. those •· 

Powers which have at their di-sposail" the · bigge-st. armed forces arid which .possess · 

the atomic and-·hydro·gen ·weapons:,· :all· States and a.11:'-p-eoples are ··equally'•·-.. • 

i nt,ere·sted :in: e. positive solutiort ·. of the disarmament , 'problem. IJ:-hcref6re:,·?tri · ·· 

order to solve this problem success:r1:111y, it is necessat<y to take- into a.ccou~t 

the .conside·rations , of all Member..1 -States- of -the United Nations e.rtd es-pedially· of 

those whi:ch resolute,ly oppose the _armaments race and the , ti.se : of, atomic ··s.nd ' 

h ydrog-en: ::w~a.pou-s· .a.rid which come :out for the suspension ·of: tha .tests·. ·. ' : : 

In the pr'esent..cir-cumstances, :i:t is exped.ient · that a · Permo.ment· commission on 

Disarmament ,:· made . up of · the rep.resente.ti ves of · all· Viembcr States of .the• 

United Hations, be . set up. "The task ·of this permanently ·functioning · Commission 

would be to consider·· all• proposal·s ·on disal·mament· coming to the United Natfons 

and to prepare appropriate recommendations for the sessions of the General Assembly. 
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The. activity ot 'this CommissiQn must not be confined to any definite period 

of time. The Commission must function incessantly, as :a permanent body ·ot the 

United Nations. 

Changes e.re required not only in the composiltion of ,··the bodies which deal with 

disarmament problems but e.lso in the · character of the work of these bodies. 

l-Iany States have expressed dissatisfaction with the present practice of talks 

behind closed doors in the Sub-Committee. And indeed this practice leads to the 

fact that world public opinion actually remains in the dark as to what is going 

on in the Sub-Committee, since information on the negotiations is released only 

at the discretion of the negotiating States. The private character of the work 

results in directly misleading the public,. when certain circles in the Western 

countries deliberately spread fables about the serious results allegedly 

achieved in the Sub-Committee whereas, in fact, the work remains at dead centre. 

~bus, false illusions are disseminated, and the peoples are misled -- those 

peoples, mind you, who do not desire lip service to disarmament but who want and 

need real measures to halt the armaments race and to remove the threat of a new 

war waged with nuclear weapons. 

An end should be put to the vicious practice of artificial secrecy in 

examining disarmamen~ questions, a practice which proved so detrimental to the 

cause of disarmament. Unlike the present state of affairs, the activities of 

the Permanent Commission on Disarmament should be public. This will make it 

possible to keep the peoples fully informed about the state of disermament 

negotiations and about the positions of various Powers and will create 

conditions such that the disarmament question, as the most vital question of our 

time, will constantly be at the centre of public attention. 

The setting up of a Permanent Commission on Disarmament does not exclude the 

possibility of discussion, mutual consultations, and so forth, on disarmament 

questions between var.ious States or groups of States. On the contrary, it may be 

presumed that broad and public discussion of different proposals in the 

Permanent Commission will ensure favourable conditions for greater activity on 

the part of States and will extend ~onsultations, meetings, and other forms of 

contacts and r elations between them. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the 
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Co:imnissi on, bes~des ~onducting t he current . activities, would be entrusted with 

the task_of _assisting States in carrying out the above -mentioned mutual 

consultations and meetings and other contacts on the question of disarma.me11t. 
' . 

The Soviet delegr:Ltion e)::pects that its proposal on the setting up of a 

Permanent CorrJ1Diasicn on Dis~rmnme·~t, prompted by the desire to speed up a 

positive solution of t.h3 pr0blem of di sarmament tLro-:.igh the mobilization of t he 

efforts of all Ne:11be:-:s of the Un:!:ted Nations, ,rill be duly suppo:::t ed by other 

delegat ions • The set·0ing up of tl1e Peri.Jlanent Colllll1ission would be a positive 

contribution of the present session of the General Assembly to the problem of 

disormament . 

Summing up the results of the discussion in the Commit•;;ee and objecti 7ely 

evo.luo.ting all the :p:;:eviot1.s w,:,rk of the l:nited Nations in the field of 

disarmamer,t, one can d:::-a.w the conclusion tl1at there are tw~ lines with regard 

to the p::.-oblom of dis.:::.~:roo.me:1t . C,1e; line, pursued by t he United S-tates, the 

United Kingdom gn<l Fr ance, rl'oceec1.s from the policy of the :positions of strength 
.. 

in international relations, of which the ar:aaments race and the preparation of a 

new war are cc~sequent:tal . This line is aimed at be,rrine any agreement on 

concrete measures in ·the field of disar:u1ament and a.t endangering the security of 

the peaceful States a.nd, i n the first place, of the States belonging to the 

socialist camp . 

At the same time, attempts are being made to complicate the matter by various 

invente~ rua~hinations a.nd distortions , to mislf'ad the peoples and to shift the 

responsibili ty forth~ failure i n negotiations to the Soviet Union. It is not 

surprising ~hat so well informed an American politician as the former 

Secretary of State of the Uni ted States , Mr , Acheson, in his recent criticism of 

the United States Government,1s position on disarmament , sald: 

"I am so confused about these negotiations that I simply do not know 
' . . . . 

where we stand qr what we a.re trying to get. 11 

• 
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But there is another line, and thi~ line ·is · pursued by the Soviet Union a.ri.d 

other peace-loving _States. It i~ aimed at e·asing international tension; at 'putting 

an end to the cold war and the a1111aments race, which is so dangerous to peace; 

at prohibiting at~mic ~nd ·hydrogen \-:eapons; at averting a ·new destructive war; 

and at ensuring a peaceful anc. tranr;;_u:i.l l ife 'for all the peoples . 
. ' . ( 

Only twelve :,ears ee:i:,ara->:e us :f:!'om the horrors of the Second World War; 

which we ~e.nnot end must not forget 'i.! we want i;o deliver humanity from the fear 
\. • . . . 

of a new war. The Soviet. Union suffered especially heavy losses and· sacrifices in 

that war. Millions and :rr.1111<.ms of Soviet people sacrificed the most valuable 

possession they hed -- t-~eir lives •·- in order to defend the freedom and independence 

of their conn~ry and t o save !1uma.nity from the 'tt.reat of fascist enslavement . 

The . .Soviet people hate -war and are re9.dy to do everything in their power to prevent 
. . . 

the outbreak of another, still more h,)rrible catastrophe. The Soviet Union, guided 
. . . . . 

by its peaceful policy, has been maldne serious e~i'orts to ree.ch an agreement on 

disarmament. 

During .the negotiations, t!le Soviet Government submi tted many constructive 

proposals aimed a.t the ni.9id achievera~nt of an a3:::-eement to · halt t l:.e annaments race-, 

to ban nuclear weapons and to remove the threat of a new war, In its proposals, the ' 

Soviet Union has taken due account of the views of the Western Powers. This has 

been recognized by the representatives of the United States end the United Kingdom 

in their statements. It is not . the .fault of the Soviet Government that the Western 

Powers went back on the:!.r own proposals aif soon as the Soviet Union had accepted 

them. 

The Soviet Union has the right to expect that the -Western Powers, for theirpart, 

will also show a willingne~s to achieve agreement and will take appropriate steps to 

meet the position of the: Soviet Qnion. But,· judging from the · experience of the 

negotiations which have been going on for· ten years and from the discussion which is 

ta.king place here, certain quarters in the United States1' the United Kingdom and 

France adhere to a different point of view. Not onJ.y have they failed to make any 

attempts to meet the Soviet Union half way, but they have been trying to make use of 

the negotiations to ensure the military superiority of their countries and to 

undermine the security of the Soviet Union. On the other band, the Soviet Union 
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. . , . 
is conducting the .negotiations frankly and openly 1 without any ulterio.r moti.ves 1 . . ' ' . 

without any intention of placing its partners in an unequal position or of 
' ' .. . · 

undermining the security of any State. The Soviet Union demands from the Western 

Power.s very little -- only 'that t 'hey should show the same attitude towards the 
' . .. . . ' . . . 

Soviet .Union as the Sov~et Ur~ion shows towards them. 
. . . .. . ..· · 

The Soviet proposo.ls which have been submitted to the present session of the . . . . ~ . ' . 

Assembly correspond:, to the interest of strengt}1e~ing peace and ensuring the security 

of all States. The
1 

·pr9posals formul~ted in the so-called ntwenty-four-Power draft . , . . . . . 
resolution" cannot serve as a basis for an agreement on .dise.rmament. · This 1~ but . ' ·. ... . . . 
another resolution which will be of no use whatsoever. 

It is deeds that are nee_ded, not mere resolutio~1s. · The peoples of all 

countries , large and small, expl!~t the present session of the General Assembly 
, , 

to produce first of all deeda, _rea.l steps in the field of disannament~ To achieve 

agreement at the presen-t sessi on on e,t least. some questions would mean to do away 

with end.less discussions an(l to pass from .words to deeds . 
' : · . ~ • ' I , ,' . • • • : • • • • 

There is no doubt that if the Western Po}lers show their willingness to 
. : .. • ' · . . .. . ' . 

embark upon· t he road of ca.r~-ying out real mea~ures 1 .it v~ll be possible to turn 
~ . • ' t . . 

this session int o a session of the first practical steps in the field of 
• • , " • ' • , • • ' I • • 

disannament and in preventing a ne_v war. The dell:lgation of the Soviet Union 
. . . . . . . ' ' ~ " . . . ,•·: . . ' .. 

appeals t ~ t he ~elegati9n$ o'! all countries, and specifically .. t hos7 of . 'j;_he. United . 

States, the United . Kingdom and Fran<?e, to Join in these efforts. . . . . . . .. 

• ~ • • t' 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation fro~ French): The general debate is now 

over. I sh~l, how~ver, call on the representative of Japan t o exercise his right 

of reply, in accordanc~ with t he rule~ of procedure. 

Mr . NATSUDAIRA. (Japan) : Using my right of reply, I should like to say a 

few wor ds concerning the statement made by the representative of France on 

22 October. The purpose of my intervention is to clarify our position. I shall 

do so briefly and with all respect to the representative of France. 

I shoul d also like to t ouch upon some comments made t oday by the representative 

of t he Soviet Union . 
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;n his statement on 22 October, the representative of France said: 

''In fact, the Japanese delegation su~g~sts in that proposallf --

that is, the proposal. submitted by my delegation --

11that we should suspend all nuclear test explosions from the time an 

agreement is reached in principle on the control of this suspension until 

a report is submitted to the next Assembly. In this interim, negotiati ons 

will be undertaken on the functioning of the control body. 

"Were we to accept these views, the suspension of tests would be 

immediate, the Soviet Union having accepted the principle of control, 

The suspension, therefore, would last , as we suggest in our proposal, 

approximately twelve months -- a period which would be used to discuss the 

setting up of cont rol . May I add that this last -- the setting up of 

control -- is much more complex than is generally supposed •••• 

"The French delegation would like to make a warm appeal to the 

Japanese delegation that, in the light of these explanations and in full 

awareness of our intentions, it should be willing to see our point of view, 

which is wider than the mere anti-nuclear campe.ign. 11 (A/C.l/PV.877, page 28-30) 

Ny delegation has three observations to make. 

First, the Soviet Union has accepted the principle of control, as the French 

representative has said. There is, however, no formal agreement on the subject. 

Our draft resolution presupposes 11an agreement in principle" -- in other words, 

a formal agreement concerning the principle of control. So far as my delegation 

is aware, no such formal agreement is in existence , contrary to what the 

representative of France has said. 

My second point is t his : The statement of the representative of France to the 

effect that the Japanese draft resolution is s imilar to the Soviet Union's proposefl. 

is not, if I may say so, correct. The Japanese proposal is different in that it 

does not separate the test suspension issue from the other phases of disarmament. 
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It does insist that endeavours should be continued to arrive at some 

agreement on those issues other than tezt suspension, I thi~k thlt this is the 

most outstanding difference between the Japanese draft resolution c:111d that of 

the Soviet Union. In other words, under the Japanese plan the moratorium on the 

nuclear arms race, the cut-off of p:-oduction, c.nd so on, are to be discussed . 

while testing is suspended . This will, I hope, answer the criticism e.Gc>,i n s ·i: · r:JY 

Government and my delegation which has just been made by the representative of 

the Soviet Union in his statement. For the rest of his criticism, I should like 

to refer him to my reply to s :;a-;.eHtc,rcs made by the representatives of Rome?Jia, 

Hungary, and Czechosloval.:1a. 

I would now refer to my third point. The F~ench representattve said that the 

setting up of controls over test suspension wo.s more complex thau is generally 

supposed. If that is so, why did he say in his statement on 22 October! 
11 In substance, we have said to the Soviet representative, 'We accept a 

suspension of nuclear tests as frot1 the day of the entry into force of the 

treaty, even before the sett ing up of control over this suspension, based on 

the only principle on which we agree, We agree not to delay the suspension 

of explosions awaiting the s ignature of a technical, practical agreement that 

vill permit the sett ing up of control, Let us , durine the first twelve months 

of suspension, discuss the.t , If it is set up before the twelfth month, the 

agreement can be renewed for a second year.'" (A/C.l/PV.877, -page 27). 

In the Japanese draft renolution, almost a full year is allowed for the 

purpose of working out a system of supervision and inspecti on. This period of 

time should be sufficient for that purpose, and, even if it is not, the period 

can be extended by mutual agreement if the prospect for the installation of an 

inspection system is deemed good, I f not , the suspension could be ended. In any 

case, the least one can say is that the period of one year would be adequate to 

some extent to test the eood faith of all the parties concerned. 

To conclude, I should lilce to say that the Japanese proposal is a practical 

proposal which calls for the suspension of tests under such conditions and for 

the continuation of 0.isa.r,.1a1,1a-xc negotiations on t he other unsettled points. 

It is our humble submission that once the suspension is agreed upon, even for one 

year, it would certainly create an atmosphere t hat would facilitate the 

extension of the duration at the next session of the General Assembly. 
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The CHAIRMAN ( interpretation fr~m -'Fr;n~·h) : The general debate on the 

· disarme.ment q_ue1;;t! on i .5 nov closed. At cur ce::o:; m~cting we will "':,eke up. the 

question of the draft resol utions which have be2c suomitted to the Commi ttee. 

'l'he next meeting will take p!.e,ce tomor row a::'te:~r.-,oon, unlesJ there 1s e plenary . . 
meeting of the Genernl Ascernbly at that time . :!:f tt~.t is t he ca:,e, the next 

meeting of the Firot Cow.mi ttee w!.11 be aiinounc:-ed in t he Journal. 

The rceeting r ose at 6.15 p.m. 




